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PREFACE

This interview was made possible by a grant from Resources

for the Future, Inc., under which the Regional Oral History

Office of the Bancroft Library at the University of California at

Berkeley embarked on a series of interviews to trace the history

of policy in the U. S. Forest Service. Dr. Henry Vaux, Professor

of Forestry, University of California, Berkeley, is the Principal

Investigator of this project. Copies of the manuscripts are on

deposit in the Bancroft Library of the University of California at

Berkeley; also in the Department of Special Collections, UCLA.

Library; in the Forest History Society, Yale University; and in

the library of Resources for the Future, Washington, D. C.

The Regional Oral History Office was established to tape

record autobiographical interviews with persons prominent in the

recent history of the West. The Office is under the administrative

supervision of the Director of the Bancroft Library.

Willa Klug Baum, Head

Regional Oral History Office

Regional Oral History Office

Room 486 The Bancroft Library

University of California

Berkeley, California





THE RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE SERIES

tape recorded interviews on

THE HISTORY OF FOREST POLICY, 1900-1950

1. Clepper, Henry, Executive Secretary, Society of American
Foresters.

2. Dana, Samuel T. , Dean, School of Natural Resources, University
of Michigan

3. Gill, Tom, Forester, author, head of Pack foundation.

4. Granger, Christopher, Assistant Chief of the Forest Service,
national forest administration.

5. Hall, R. Clifford, Director, Forest Taxation Inquiry.

6. Hartzog, George B., Director, National Park Service.

7. Hornaday, Fred, Executive Vice-president of American Forestry
Association; and Pomeroy, Kenneth, Chief Forester for A.F.A.

8. Kotok, I. E., Assistant Chief of the Forest Service, state
and private forestry; research.

9. Kniepp, Leon F., Assistant Chief of the Forest Service, land
and acquisition.

10. Marsh, Raymond, Assistant Chief of the U. S. Forest Service
under Earle Clapp.

11. Peirce, Earl, Chief, Division of State Cooperation, USFS.

12. Ringland, Arthur, Regional Forester, Region 3; Executive

Secretary of National Conference on Outdoor

Recreation^ founder of CARE.

13. Roberts, Paul, Director, Prairie States Forestry Projects;

14. Shepard, Harold B., in charge of Insurance Study, conducted

by the Northeastern Experiment Station with Yale

University.

15. Sicker, John H. , Chief of Division of Recreation and Lands.

16. Swift, Lloyd, Chief of Division of Wildlife Management.
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DESCRIPTION OF SERIES

Interviews: A Documentation of the Development of

the U.S. Forest Service 1900-1950

This Resources for the Future interview series on the birth and

development of the Forest Service began as a sudden disturbance in the

ever-active brain of Ed I. Kotok in early 1964. One wintry day in early
1964, as we were putting away the tape recorder after one of our last ses-&quot;

sions together, I mentioned casually that I would not be in the Bay Area
for the summer: I had to go East.

Ed s eyebrows shot up. It was obvious that a final piece had fallen
into place in a mental jigsaw that he had been carrying around for some
time. He said that there were quite a few of his retired colleagues still
in Washington, D.C., some of whom were the original &quot;Pinchot boys.&quot; If

only, he mused, the Oral History Office could find financing for an entire
series on the Forest Service, maybe from a foundation like Resources for

the Future.

Henry Vaux, then Dean of the School of Forestry at Berkeley, was the

logical one to turn to. He gave advice and counsel on a priority system
for selecting the men to interview. From deep in his perspective of special
ized knowledge of forest policy, he saw the opportunity to preserve informa
tion that would otherwise be permanently lost.* At best, the tape-recorded
memoirs could reveal, more frankly than annual reports and official letters,
some of the political and economic facts of life that influenced the develop
ment of policy in the agency. The actual decision-making process, told
first-hand and linked with the official rationales and actions on particular
issues, could be useful in appraising contemporary policy questions and their

multiple alternatives. Today, as in 1905, forest policy is a field where

special interest pressures are in a state of varying equilibrium with the

public interest. To see the policies and decisions of the past materialize,
to witness through the administrators eyes the expected or (more often)
the surprising effect of those actions in the past - such a visible continuum
could provide a depth of experience for those who are presently wrestling
with the economic and political disequalibriums of resource management.

Horace Albright, a veteran interviewee of oral history operations,
lent his encouragement to us and probably his enthusiasm to his friends on
the board of Resources for the Future. We contacted three top-priority
potential interviewees to see if they were willing to indulge us in our tape
recording scheme, and we received a yes, a no, and a maybe. This changed to
two yeses and, in place of the no, a substitute interviewee equally as val
uable. By late spring, a modest grant to the Oral History Office marked the
beginning of the series, Henry Vaux agreed to be Principle Investigator, and
we were off.

See appendix, Letter from Vaux to Fry, March 20, 1964.
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Structure of the Series

The series, with a working title of &quot;The History of Forest Service

Policy, 1900-1950&quot;, began and ended as a multiple use project. Its major
aim was to provide tape-recorded interviews with men in the Fotest Service
who during most of the half-century had been in policy-making positions.
The series also served as a pilot attempt to try the relatively new technique
of oral history as a method of gathering primary information within a specific

subject field (one which might be defined here as the origins, operations,
and effects of policy in public administration). The method, in turn, was

hung on the superstructure of a list of retirees who were considered to be

able to contribute the most to that subject.

Each major interview contains the standard stock of questions on

Service-wide controversies of the past: the attempts to reorganize the con

servation agencies - specifically, to transfer the Forest Service out of the

Department of Agriculture; the efforts to get passage of federal legislation
that would have regulated timber management on private lands; the competition
with other agencies and with private owners for land acquisition determina

tions; on-going issues, such as competing land uses like mining or grazing,
which often reflected years of patient negotiation with and bearing up under
the pressures of well-organized special interest groups.

Each interview covers as well topics that are unique to that particu
lar person s experiences, so that tracing &quot;policy in its origins, operations,
and effects,&quot; necessitated a detective job to discover, before an interview
took place, those policy questions with which the particular individual had

had experience. It was here that an interviewee s own contemporaries frequently
gave guidance and counsel; advice was also provided by academic specialists in

forest economics, recreation, fire control, silviculture, and so on.

Given questions on the same subjects, the interviewees sometimes speak
to them from contrasting points of view, and thereby provide a critique of

inner validity for the series. For instance, while Lee Kneipp and Ed Crafts

comment on the informal power in Congress of the Forest Service s widespread
constituency, other men (such as Ed Kotok) who actually had been in the field
and involved in local public relations verify how the system worked.

The structure of an oral history series depends on many factors beyond
the control of the oral historian: the health of the interviewee, his willing
ness to interview, and how much he can or will say about his career. The
fluid state of our interview list caused our cup to runneth over more than
once with more interviewees than we could add to our original list of three.
Twice the list was enlarged - and fortunately funded further by Resources
for the Future. The phenomenon of expansion was due largely to the tendencies
of a few memoirists (especially Christopher Granger, Lee Kneipp, and Raymond
Marsh) to touch lightly on events in which he had only slight involvement,
then refer the interviewer to the man who could tell the whole story from a

leader s eye view. The result is that some of the interviews on the accom

panying list are one-subject, supplemental manuscripts.





Results

One will find more comprehensive and general information in the

longer interviews of Christopher Granger (who was the head of timber man

agement), Ed I. Kotok (Research; state and private forestry), Leon F. Kneipp
(land acquisition and management), Arthur Ringland (field activities in

setting up the new forests under Gifford Pinchot) , Tom Gill (international
forestry), Ed Crafts (Congressional relations), and Samuel T. Dana (Research;

forestry education), the latter interviewed in cooperation with Elwood
Maunder of the Forest History Society. Earle Clapp (research, Acting Chief),
shunned the tape-recorder and is currently proof-reading his own written
account of his career, a manuscript that will be deposited in Bancroft Library
along with the other interviews.

The single subject interviews consist of Paul Roberts on the shelter

belt project of the New Deal; R. Clifford Hall s account of the Forest Taxa
tion Inquiry, coupled with H.B. Shepard s story of the Insurance Study. A
view from without is provided by Henry Clepper of the Society of American
Foresters and Fred Hornaday and Kenneth Pomeroy of the American Forestry
Association - a trio who provide a fitting introduction to the series for the

reader. George B. Hartzog, Director of the National Parks, comments on the

relationship of the two agencies; Earle Peirce gives a first-hand account of

the first time the Forest Service stepped in as principal agent in salvage
operations following a disastrous blow-down on both state and private timber-
lands. John Sicker and Lloyd Swift both contributed a telling picture of

their respective divisions of recreation and wildlife management. Without
these shorter, from-the-horses mouth accounts, the series would have sacri
ficed some of its validity. There are of course still other leaders who can

give valuable historic information on policy development, men who perhaps can
be included in the Forest Service s current efforts to further document its

own Service history.

With a backward glance at the project, one can say that the basic

objective of tape-recording, transcribing, and editing interviews with top
men in the Forest Service was realized. The question of quality and value
of the interviews must be decided later, for the prime value will be measured

by the amount of unique material scholars use: the candid evaluations of
leaders by other leaders, the reasons behind decisions, and the human reflec
tions of those in authority; how they talked in conversation, how they devel

oped trends of thought and responded to questions that at times were neutral,
at other times challenging. The value of the series also depends on how many
leads lie in the pages of the transcripts - clues and references that a

researcher might otherwise never connect in his mind or in the papers and

reports he reads.

Since this series was built with tentative hopes that in the end it
could justify itself both as a readable series of historical manuscripts and
as a valuable source of easily retrievable, primary material, a master index
of uniform entries from each volume was developed after the transcripts came
out of the typewriter and landed on the editor s desk. Dr. Henry Vaux helped
in setting up the broad areas of subjects to be included, and as entries were
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added, the Forest History Society at Yale became interested. At present
the development of the index is a cooperative enterprise between the Oral

History Office, the Forest History Society, and the U.S. Forest Service.
A master index of uniform headings from each volume is available at the
Oral History Office and at the Forest History Society.

By-products

One frequently finds that the oral history process is a catalytic
agent in the world of research. First, it stimulates the collection of

personal papers and pictures which, while valuable during the interview in

developing outlines and chronology, are later deposited either with the

transcript in Bancroft Library or with related papers in another repository.

Another happy by-product comes from the more literate who are moti
vated by the interview to do further research and writing for publication.
Thus, Paul Roberts is currently writing an entire book, complete with all
the documentation he can locate, on the shelter belt, its whys and hows.

Ray Marsh is meticulously combining both writing and recording in a pain
staking, chapter-by-chapter memoir which will cover his earliest reconnaisance
days, the administrative posts in New Mexico, the fledgling research branch,
and his work with Congress; his stories of those earliest years have already
appeared in American Forests. Tom Gill, fortunately frustrated by the brevity
of the interviews, which were condensed into the short travel schedule of
the interviewer, is writing a more comprehensive treatise that will no doubt
be unique in this or any other forest history: Tom Gill on Gill and inter
national forestry.

Also, there is the self-perpetuation phenomenon-- oral history
begetting more oral history. The interview with National Park Director

George Hartzog has led to serious efforts on the part of the Park Service
to establish a regular annual interview with the Director not necessarily
for publication. Also under consideration is a Service-wide plan for oral

history interviews of all its major leaders, which could serve as a continu
ation of the series conducted by Herbert Evison in the early 1960 s.

Ed Kotok did not live to see the finished series. Just as Lee Kneipp
never saw his finished manuscript, and Chris Granger s final agreement,
covering the use of his manuscript, was found still unmailed on his desk
after his death. All other contributors, however, were able to devote hun
dreds of man hours to the reading, correcting, and approving process required
in finishing a manuscript. Although Ed did not get to read and approve his
own transcript, all who knew him will agree that the series stands as one
more symbol of his propensity for plunging in where few have tread before.

(Mrs.) Amelia R. Fry
Interviewer - Editor





UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
SCHOOL OF FORESTRY

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

March 20, 1964
KELEY 4, CALIFORNIA

Mrs. Amelia R. Fry
Regional Cultural History Project
486 General Library
Campus

Dear Mrs. Fry:

The significance of the proposed project for securing information
from certain selected people long associated with the development of
the U. S. Forest Service rests on two facts. On the one hand, there are
a small number of men still alive whose personal experience and memory
covers virtually the entire history of the grovth and development of the
Forest Service since 1905. If we are to secure the best possible insights
and understanding of the history of the Forest Service as a conservation

agency the recollections and mature viewpoints of these men who were
associated with the Service throughout their careers would provide unique
and invaluable source material. The time remaining during which this
information could be collected is obviously limited. A second justification
is found in the feet that to date there has been no comprehensive historical
evaluation of the role of the Forest Service as a conservation agency.
Ise has published a critical history of national Park policy under the

sponsorship of Resources for the Future which serves as an initial evalua
tion of the National Park Service. About 1920 Ise published a study on

forest policy but that is obviously now confined to only a very small

part of the significant history. A series offviews such as are suggested
in the present proposal could provide both new source material end the

inspiration for a critical historical evaluation of the Forest Service.

The results would be of the greatest importance to the field of

forest policy. The Forest Service pioneered bcth the articulation and

the implementation of the concepts of sustained yield and multiple use

as policies for natural resource management in the U. S. It instituted

numerous innovations in the organization and administration of programs
of handling federally owned resources. It developed on a large scale

new techniques for cooperation with state and local units of government
in such matters as fire protection and landowner :\. education. It

pioneered in a number of respects in the development of research as a

functioning guide to operational policy of the government. Each of the

contributions just enumerated are of the greatest possible significance
for forest policy and for important implications going far beyond the

natural resources field. The project here proposed would .throw much

light on the way in which each of the innovations noted above developed
and would contribute greatly to our understanding of them.

Very sincerely yours,

Henrv J. Vaux
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INTERVIEW HISTORY

Christopher Granger and I first met in the Cosmos Club in Washington,
B.C. in May of 1964. There, where probably many times before he had talked
out decisions facing him, we discussed the proposal for him to tape record
his memoirs as a part of the Resources for the Future series on the history
of forest policy. Ed Kotok had some months before talked to his old friend
about the project, and Granger had written me that he would be happy to

cooperate, but that he was dubious as to what his memoir could contribute
for posterity and that he preferred to write out as a &quot;brief, concise document&quot;

any such story of his life rather than be interviewed.

That day in the Cosmos Club he explained to me again that he could

not, he felt, sit down over a microphone and relate in off-the-cuff con
versation the complexities of the years behind him. Even though, I asked,
we carefully worked out an outline for questions beforehand? No; it was
too unpredictable. Later I came to understand that the precision of Mr.

Granger s mind and the economy of his communications had long been a major
characteristic of his administrative style. The retired Assistant Chief
was unmoved by my gentle remonstrance that in addition to factual data,
his personality and conversational manner would also be of interest to those

tracing the successes and trials of the national forests. Nor was he

swayed by my assurance that he would have the right to edit the transcript.

In a very few minutes, we had compromised: a memoir, yes; but

written out and based on a detailed outline we would agree on. I showed
him the questions and topics which I had gathered for the interview out

line. He read it, offered advice on the relative emphases of each subject,
and added a few new topics. Together we hammered out, filled in, rearranged,
checked chronology, and when I returned to the office in Berkeley a master
outline was typed up and sent to him. It was August 2, 1965, when his

memoir, a pencilled manuscript of fifty-two legal-size pages, arrived in the

mail.

It was indeed the &quot;brief, concise document&quot; that he had promised: a

lean but accurate, cautious but informative statement from a well-disciplined
mind. Hoping for more elucidation at several points in the account, I sent
him a list of specific questions. These he answered conscientiously, giving
permission for each question and answer to be inserted in its logical place
in the manuscript. This was done, and the final typed version was mailed
to him in September, 1967, whereupon he immediately proofread it, approved
it, and returned it with some material for the appendix, such as the draft

he had written for a forest regulation bill. He requested enough additional

copies of his memoir to deposit one in the U.S. Forest Service Washington
Office and one in the Forest History Society, in addition to the regular
repositories .

Two months later, a letter came from Granger s long-time friend and

colleague, Raymond Marsh, informing us of the fatal heart attack which had

struck Mr. Granger at his home November 21, 1967. Because I had been with
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Mr. Granger for only the one conference, it seemed that a more valid
Foreword to the memoir could be written by someone who had known him

long and well. During another trip to Washington, I talked to many of

his friends about the selection of someone to perform this task, and in

the process picked up several comments that offered a third dimension to

the man and his very lean autobiography. Retired Chief (acting) Earle

Clapp, whose fervor on Forest Service issues is well known, was asked to

describe what Granger was like to work with. He thought for a moment,
then said,

&quot;Granger always said, I am an administrator. &quot; He paused. &quot;That

says it.&quot;

We laughed. Clapp was being as sparse in his remarks as Granger
usually was in his. &quot;He did an effective job. For instance, the CCC,&quot;

he continued, choosing his words slowly.

&quot;He was good at logistics?&quot; I ventured.

&quot;Yes. Very effective.&quot;

Ray Marsh and others mentioned his high intelligence and precise mind
in decision-making. Back in 1965, John Sieker had told me, &quot;The most bril
liant man in the Forest Service is Chris Granger. And he can tell you about

anything.&quot; Newton Drury, the Director of the National Parks during the

1940&quot; s, scribbled a note describing Chris Granger as &quot;the pivot man 1

in the

Washington Office of the U.S. Forest Service.&quot; He added, &quot;Like many, he did
much good anonymously. He was in the thick of the Jackson Hole episode
[involving transfer of some Forest Service land to the National Parks] in

which he and Chief Lyle Watts were most cooperative. Also the Olympic
[National Park] and other projects. We got along fine.&quot;

It was John H. Sieker who wrote the Foreword. Sieker was Chief of the

Division of Recreation and Lands, and as such worked directly under Granger
for many years.

The history of this memoir is not complete without mentioning the hours
of work on the part of Chris Granger s son David in straightening out the

legal agreement form which determined the use to which the manuscript may be

put. The regular agreement was found, unsigned, on Chris s desk after his

death, and many and mighty were the exchanges required before the legal neces
sities were pinpointed that would permit Chris s wife to sign, as executrix,
an altered version of the contract.

Late in 1968 all papers were signed and the manuscripts were sent to

the bindery so that the Granger memoir could take its place beside the others
in the Resources for the Future series.

Amelia R. Fry
Editor
1968
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INTRODUCTION

This document has been prepared for the Re

gional Cultural History Project sponsored by the

Bancroft Library at the University of California.

According to a letter of March 20, 1964, from

Henry Vaux, Dean of the School of Forestry at

the University of California, to Mrs. Amelia Pry,

the Project desires information from persons long

associated with the Forest Service on the history

of the Forest Service since 1905 as a conservation

agency. My contribution consists of a partial

history of my participation in the work of the

Forest Service, observations on the characteristics

of some individual leaders in the Service, and other

pertinent material.

I entered the Forest Service as a Technical

Assistant on July 1, 1907, after graduation from

what was then Michigan Agricultural College, now

Michigan State University. I progressed through

the ranks of Deputy Forest Supervisor, Forest

Supervisor, Assistant Regional Forester, Regional

Forester, Director of the Forest Survey, and,





during the seventeen years preceding my retirement

in 1952, as Assistant Chief, Forest Service, in

charge of the administration of the national forests,

Christopher M. Granger

1965
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CHRISTOPHER MABLEY GRANGER

Graduated from Michigan State College in 1907.

Entered United States Forest Service upon graduation. Retired 1952.

Began Forest Service career as a technical assistant on the old Sierra

South National Forest in California under the then forest supervisor
W. B. Greeley, who subsequently became Chief of the Forest Service.

In succeeding years held the positions of assistant forest supervisor,
forest supervisor and assistant regional forester in the Rocky Mountain

region; Regional Forester in the North Pacific region (Oregon and

Washington). Transferred to Washington, D.C. in 1930 and became
the first director of the Forest Survey of the United States . Headed the

Forest Service activities under the Civilian Conservation Corps. In

1935 became Assistant Chief, Forest Service, in charge of the admini

stration of the National Forests. As a &quot;side line&quot; during the second
world war directed the guayule rubber project and the Alaska spruce

production project.

Served as head of the U.S. Delegation to the third World Forestry

Congress in Helsinki, Finland, in 1949.

President of Society of American Foresters 1932-1933.

Served as captain and later major with Forest Engineer troops in France

in first world war.

Since retirement has maintained active interest in forest conservation

affairs and has helped to influence conservation legislation, appro

priations, etc.

Served on a committee to evaluate the conservation organization and

activities at Michigan State College.

Received an honorary Doctorate of Forestry from Michigan State College,

Died November 21, 1967, as the result of a. heart attack.

Any inquiries may be directed to:

David I. Granger (son)
815 Connecticut Avenue , N.\V.

Washington, D.C. 20006
Tele. #298-8686
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FOREWORD

Christopher M. Granger s concise, factual

summary of his forty-five year forestry career gives

an excellent insight into the formative years of the

Forest Service and is particularly valuable because

he was one of the leaders who made major policy

decisions. The statement is far too modest in describing

his part in the growth and development of the Forest

Service. It is not an overstatement to say that Chris

played a prominent role in establishing the Forest

Service as an outstanding Government agency with a well-

deserved reputation for integrity and efficiency.

Those who worked for and with Chris Granger, or

were associated with him, had, by and large, complete

confidence in his integrity and had a high regard for

his ability to choose the right course of action no

matter how complicated the situation. He was always

anxious to listen to all sides of a controversy and

was then quick to sort fact from fiction. He was not

one to waste time appointing committees to consider a

problem, nor did he require elaborate briefing before

he was ready to testify before a Congressional Committee

or to argue an important policy matter.
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Only people we11-acquainted with the problems of

managing publicly-owned wild lands with very valuable

resources can appreciate the importance and complexity

of the policy decisions which he describes in his

remarks. As Assistant Chief in charge of National

Forest Administration he was constantly put on the spot

by selfish groups or powerful interests who wanted to

utilize, or prevent the utilization of, publicly-owned

lands or resources as befitted their own purposes and

regardless of the public interest or the interests of

other groups. Such interests were often able to bring

strong pressure. I have never heard that Chris Granger

abandoned his principles because of pressure.

His remarks cover major issues involving timber

sale policy, stumpage prices, range distribution,

protection and fees, recreation development, wilderness,

fish and wildlife, watersheds, special use fees, mining

claims, mineral leasing, fire control and engineering.

His summary is much too short. Volumes could and should

be written about these questions and the complicated

inter-relationships which grow up when publicly-owned

lands and resources are in competition with privately-

owned lands and resources or are needed by private

enterprise. Chris Granger is the man who laid down
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sound principles on which to determine how such publicly-

owned lands and resources should be made available for

use and how to determine the charge for such use.

In all of his business dealings Chris was straight

forward (no double talk), dynamic and quite positive.

His clear-cut analyses of complicated problems or his

devastating destruction of some specious argument was

often resented by some who failed to measure up to his

standards. He was called cold and distant by some who

could not match his intellect.

The Forest Service is a far better organization

because Chris Granger was one of its top leaders from

1935 to his retirement in 1952. It was during his period

that the Forest Service grew and assumed many new and

important responsibilities. The demand for National

Forest resources intensified as did the demand for the

use of lands. Chris Granger guided the Forest Service

through many tight spots and left a clean record behind.

It is interesting to note in his remarks on Earle

Clapp (page 89) that he blames F.D.R. for failing to

appoint Mr. Clapp as Chief of the Forest Service. One can

add that the failure to appoint Chris Granger as Chief

was another colossal blunder.

John Sieker
Chief of Divison of Recreation
U.S. Forest Service, retired
August, 1968





TRAINING

Early Interest in Forestry

Granger: My interest in forestry began when I was a

youth living in Pasadena, California. There was

then a forest reserve, now the Angeles National

Forest, embracing the nearby mountains* My first

interest was in observing the forest fires, then

crudely fought by men sent by the county or hired

by the local ranger. Fortunately none of these

fires during that period was of the vast proportions

of those which devastated large areas in later years,

However, the brushfields were then, as now, of

extreme importance as a ground cover on the water

sheds of Pasadena and other communities, and any

fire was bad.

One of the &quot;fringe benefits&quot; of those fires

accrued to the owner of Grimes Cigar Store on the

corner of Colorado Street and Fair Oaks Avenue in

Pasadena. He would cash fire-fighters pay checks

at a ten percent discount!

My fondness for the out-of-doors decidedly





influenced my decision to become a forester. I

always relished excursions up the Arroya Seco, then

Pasadena s only source of water. Once a friend and

I packed blankets and food on our backs and camped

overnight at the head of the Arroya 3eco. We thought

the streamside sand would be a soft place for a

bed, but found the bumps all in the wrong place!

The next morning we were climbing the back trail

to Mt. Wilson, when we were overtaken by the forest

ranger and his big collie. I recall being impressed

by the ranger s fine appearance and the speed of

his climb up the steep trail. I m sure that contact

generated interest in getting into the Forest

Service.

Another thing that interested me was the

forest service nursery at Henniger Flats, about half

way up the front trail to Mt. Wilson. It was

operated by George Peavy, who many years later was

head of the School of Forestry at Oregon State

University. During one of my summer vacations from

college I asked Peavy for a summer job at the nursery,

but he didn t have room for me. Years later, when





I was Regional Forester at Portland, Oregon,

I was asked to speak at a ceremony dedicating

a forestry cabin at Oregon State University

to George Peavy, and I chided him jocularly

for asking me to laud him when he had refused

me a job in my hour of needo

Michigan Agricultural College

We spent the winter of 1901-02 in Detroit.

At that period we were thinking about a college

for me, though I had not finished high school.

My education so far had been obtained during

alternating periods of attendance at public

school and a private school, Clark s Classical

School for Boys, on Euclid Avenue in Pasadena.

I went to Clark s when we could afford it,

to public school at other times.

Through friends in Detroit who had two sons

there we learned about Michigan Agricultural College,





There an education could be had at very low cost,

low even in those days, and we couldn t afford a

relatively expensive place. My mother and I went

to East Lansing, had a talk with President Snyder

and learned that for those who had not completed

high school there was a
&quot;prep&quot;

course which included

an extra year, enabling such a student to graduate

in five years. So, since my mother and sister had

to return to Pasadena in the spring of 1902, we ar

ranged with the College for me to Join the class

of 1905 in the spring term and then enter the five-

year course in the fall of that year in the class

of 1907. Meanwhile I attended Central High School s

eleventh grade in Detroit and sat next to Margaret

Snow, sister of Neil Snow, the fullback on Univer

sity of Michigan s point-a-minute football team.

That was a minor thrill for me!

My class of 1907 contained only a handful of

forestry students. We had a very likeable head of

the forestry department, Professor Bogue, but I am

sure neither he nor his assistants were equipped to

give us the quality of forestry teaching that was

provided by Roth at Michigan or Graves at Yale.





However, they taught us enough so that I was able

to barely pass the Civil Service examination for

entry into the Forest Service and to use the founda

tion to build on by experience in the Service.

I helped pay college exDenaes by working at

various jobs during the college year weeding

President Snyder s sugar beets at fifteen cents an

hour, jobs on the college grounds and running a

laundry agency. As I recall, I got through college

on about three hundred dollars a year for all ex

penses.

Graduation in 1907 was highlighted by the College s

semi-centennial celebration. President Theodore

Roosevelt was there to receive an honorary degree,

accompanied by Gifford Pinchot, Chief of the Forest

Service. TR gave the commencement address and then

handed each of us graduates our diploma.





FOREST SERVICE: IN THE FIELD

First Assignment

After taking the Civil Service examination in

March, 1907, I completed my final college year and,

temporarily, went to work again as a &quot;gardener&quot; on

Belle Isle, Detroit s largest park. I had worked

there the summer before with a college friend who

also entered the Forest Service a year later. V e

did all kinds of jobs. The best one was driving a

horse and wagon out Grand Boulevard each day to

remove tent caterpillars from the roadside trees

The job gradually took us so far from headquarters

that much of the day was spent driving back and forth!

This, coupled with lunch-time and five-cent , king-size

schupers of beer obtained at Polish bars on near-by

streets made the day very relaxing!

Then one day came a telegram from the Forest

Service that I had been appointed a technical assis

tant and should report in Washington on July 1.

Naturally I was happy about this and in July I

reported as ordered. My boss on Belle Isle





lamented my departure, saying he had &quot;been just about

to give me a raise.

In Washington, after being welcomed by Overton

Price, Associate Chief of the Forest Service, and

Clye Leavitt, assistant to Captain Adams, Chief of

the Office of Operation, I was given bulletins and

reports on California forests to study. I thus

became pretty familiar with the forest types and

trees of California so that when I landed there I

had no trouble identifying the principal trees and

shrubs .

After about a month in Washington I was sent

to the Sierra (South) National Forest, now the

Sequoia, with headquarters at Hot Springs, a tiny

health resort about thirty miles east of Porterville,

With me were Prank Kellogg and David Rogers, lowly

technical assistants like me.

The Forest Supervisor then was Y/illiam B.

Greeley, who eventually became Chief Forester. He

kept us on various jobs around headquarters for a

time -- helping make shakes for headquarters build

ings and, shamefully, moving a pit toilet out onto

piers above the stream, thus doing away v/ith the

pit! I guess we must have subscribed to the theory
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in those days that running water purifies itself

within a comparatively short distance!

After about a month at headquarters, Greeley

sent me out to work with two of the district rangers

surveying the boundaries of mountain meadow sites

to be withdrawn from all forms of entry for use as

pastures for the ranger s stock while on pack trips

or as locations for temporary stations. This was

an enjoyable assignment - lots of scenery, good fishing

and one ranger in particular very good company.

Also plenty of rattlesnakes ! I will not burden

this history with accounts of several close en

counters, but some were pretty scary.

When late fall chased us out of the high moun

tains, one of our last jobs was to remove every other

cross plank on a suspension foot and sheep bridge

over the Kern River so the heavy snows could fall

through and not break down the bridge.

My last job before return to headquarters was

to take a compass and lay out a trail up the side

of a hill and along a bench covered with dense

chaparral. The job on the hillside, where the brush

was fairly open, was not too hard, but when I got
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&quot;to the dense chaparral, where one had to crawl to

get through, I couldn t see how anyone could sight

out a trail without a lot of clearing. Fortunately

at this point G-reeley sent word for me to return

to headquarters.

G-reeley had given Dave Rogers a much more dif

ficult job - laying out a road location to open up

a body of timber for sale. For a forester just out

of forest school, this was a real test, and Rogers

came through successfully.

It was near the end of my six-months assign

ment to the Sierra(South) and I was told I would be

transferred elsewhere. I desperately wanted to stay

in California, my home state, but despite Greeley s

plea in my behalf, I was ordered to the Montezuma

National Forest in southwest Colorado.

Montezuma National Forest

I arrived in Durango, Colorado shortly after

the first of the year, 1908. Ernest Shaw was the

Forest Supervisor, James Langworthy the head ranger

and William Fraser the forest clerk. At first I

helped with office work and got accustomed to a
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snowy country, a tremendous change for me from

Southern California. Then, under the leadership

of David Mason, who enjoyed the grander title of

forest assistant while I was only a technical assis

tant, I participated in timber reconnaissance work

on snowshoes preparatory to timber sales.

Meanwhile Mason had, during the preceding summer,

made a stump estimate of a large volume of timber

cut in trespass. Later I v/as assigned the job of

scaling a large quantity of logs, also cut in

trespass, elsewhere on the national forest. This

was an example of the need in those early days to

give jobs to young fellows who had very little or

no experience in the assigned tasks because almost

everyone was, in the general sense, a beginner in

the work of the Forest Service.. At that time the

Forest Service had had custody of the national

forests for only two and one -half years.

On July 1, 1908, the Montezuma was divided and

the western part, carrying its name, was established

as a new national forest with headquarters at Mancos,

Colorado. I went along with it, to serve under Super

visor Ress Philips. Then, on August 1908, on the
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recommendation of Forest Inspector Sydney Moore

from the Denver inspection office, who had checked

my work on a timber sale, I was transferred to the

Medicine Bow( Colorado) National Forest with headquar

ters at Port Collins, Colorado, and promoted to &quot;be

a deputy forest supervisor.

Medicine Bow National Forest (Colorado)

Almost immediately after my arrival at Fort

Collins, Supervisor H. II. Wheeler was detailed to

Washington for several months and I was left in

charge. As I say, those were the days of rapid

promotions and assignments of heavier responsibilities

in rapid order. For example, Arthur Ringland was

made district forester when less than twenty-seven

years old. None of his staff was over thirty.

Evidently I didn t disgrace myself running the

Medicine Bow, for upon Wheeler s return in the

spring of 1909, I was transferred to the Denver

office as an inspector. Meanwhile the old inspection

districts had been converted into national forest

districts, (now called regions) and Denver was the

headquarters for a territory including Colorado,
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eastern Wyoming, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas,

Michigan and Minnesota, under Smith Riley as District

Forester.

Denver Assignment

Here I had various inspection assignments,

including an examination of lands in South Dakota for

addition to the Black Hills National Forest. Before

long, however, I was ^iven the job of deputy forest

supervisor of the Pike National Forest, at that

time the most important national forest in District Two,

and when Supervisor Fitzgerald had to take extended

leave to recuperate from tuberculosis, I was made

Acting Supervisor and ran the show for several

months.

The only real headache connected with the Pike

job was the Forest Homestead act of June 11, 1906.

We had a whole host of &quot;June 11&quot; applications for small

pockets of meadow land in the timber areas, none of

which was really large enough to make a farm on from

which a decent living could be made, nor was the soil

and climate suitable for o.ny crop but grass. Never

theless we were constantly pressed to open such areas
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to entry. This activity kept one man busy full time.

Upon Fitzgerald s return I resumed my inspection

job.

Meanwhile I never gave up my hope of getting

back to California. I was offered the full super-

visorship on two forests in District Two, but declined,

Finally, through the help of Paul Redington, Associate

District Forester at Denver, District Forester duBois

in San Francisco offered me a job as deputy supervisor

on the Trinity National Forest in northern California.

At the same time I was offered the supervisorship

of the Medicine Bow National Forest (Wyoming) with

headquarters in Laramie, Wyoming. Something told me

I d better take this, my third offer in District Two,

and I did so. I have always felt that my further ad

vancement was much more rapid than if I had gone to

another district where I was not known.

Medicine Bow National Forest (Wyoming)

This was a thoroughly satisfying experience, from

1911 until early in 1913. The forest was a compact

unit of just over 500,000 acres, v/ith heavy stands

of timber, some 85,000 .head of permitted sheep and a
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large number of permitted cattle* There was a brisk

timber sale business for hewed railroad tie timber,

and a relatively small quantity of troublesome land

such as mining claims and forest homesteads. I could

ride horseback across the forest in half a day and

the length of it in a day, and yet it had the biggest

volume of timber sales in District Two.

In those days we did not have the critical over

grazing problems which arose later on many national

forests, but we were mindful of such dangers on the

Medicine Bow. We had a grazing ranger who spent all

summer on the high sheep ranges seeing that bedding-

out rules were observed, land allotment lines honored,

and all necessary steps taken by the herders to protect

the range. We took similar steps on the cattle ranges

with supervision by the district rangers. All was not

always serene, however, and we had to get pretty firm

at times.

My predecessor as supervisor, P. S. Lovejoy, had

given a great deal of attention to the timber sale

business and had developed to a high degree the prac

tice of tree selection cutting in the predominantly

lodgepole pine stands. In fact some time later when

I was invited to the Deerlodge National Forest in
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Montana to see how David Mason had inaugurated selec

tion-marking in lodgepole pine there, I found it was

no more than Lovejoy had been practicing for several

years.

Fry: Do you remember much about the degree of consensus

between the timber operators and your staff at Medicine

Bow regarding appraisal, marking, and bidding procedures?

Granger: As a rule timber purchasers were rarely satisfied with

appraisals, marking, scaling, etc., but they usually

gave in after the first squawks!

I believe the Medicine Bow pioneered in a new

method of settling a timber trespass case. A large

tie-producing company had cut over a large area of

national forest land in trespass in pre-Forest Service

days and during my supervisorship the settlement had

come to a head. One feature of it provided that the

trespasser would build a wide fire line around the

edges of the cutover area, on which there was still

much inflammable debris left from the cutting. We

decided that such a line would be of little or no value

against a wind-driven fire, so we got authority to have

the trespasser instead construct access wagon roads

to the area and install telephone lines to connect

the ranger station with a sort of central switchboard
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we maintained at Centennial on the east side of the

forest.

Back t Denver

In February 1913 I was re- transferred to Denver

and made Assistant District Forester in charge of

what was then called the Office of Silviculture, now

known as Timber Management. I succeeded Sydney

Moore, who resigned to enter private work. This was

the second good turn Moore did me, the first being

his recommendation of me for the position of deputy

forest supervisor at Fort Collins in 1908.

Aside from the Medicine Bow (Wyoming) and the

Bighorn National Forest in Wyoming, there had not pre

viously been any very large timber sales in District

Two. At the time of my arrival in Denver, negotiations

were well along for a big sale in the Black Hills

National Forest in South Dakota. This was a rail

road type operation, and I believe there were no

others of that kind on any other national forest in

District Two.

As I recall it, this Black Hills sale was my

first encounter with the timber appraisal methods
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developed by Greeley, then in charge of Timber Manage

ment in Washington.

Fry: What was the significance of the Greeley method of

timber appraisal to the total picture of the development

of timber management technique?

Granger: It was a major contribution to the solution of the

problem of sound appraisals. Before it, appraisals

were of greatly varying degrees of reliability. The

timber purchasers generally agreed with the method,

if not always with the basic data and the results.

There were two methods, one the Investment Method

for large sales, and the simpler Overturn Method for

small operations where little or no long-term invest

ment in plant was required.

The large Black Hills sale was followed two years

later by one of the biggest offerings ever made by

the Forest Service, a 125-million board foot sale

of lodgepole pine tie timber on the old Bonneville

National Forest on the headwaters of the Wind River

in Wyoming. I was in on this transaction from the

beginning negotiations, draft of contract, sample

marking and all the other steps leading to consummation.
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In addition to timber sales we had quite a

reforestation program going. We had good-sized tree

nurseries at Monument, Colorado, Halsey, Nebraska,

Gass Lake, Minnesofci and East Tawas, Michigan, and,

I believe, a small one at Garden City, Kansas. Our

Colorado planting was mostly on the Pike National

Forest, using ponderosa pine, Douglas fir and Engleman

spruce. In Minnesota we had reforestation programs

on the Chippewa and Superior National Forests in

Minnesota. The job on the Nebraska National Forest

involved the initial establishment of a forest in the

sand hills. This enterprise was difficult but it

resulted in a substantial new forest which is under

sustained yield management.

One of the problems relating to the Nebraska

project was the difficulty of getting traction for auto

mobiles on the sandy roads. We spread straw on them

and found that occasionally the exhaust from Model T

Fords would set the straw afire. Since the sand hills

are covered with a dence growth of grass, they are

highly inflammable at certain times of the year and

a prairie fire could wipe out the forest as well.

As one means of protection we kept plowed fire lines

around its plantations.
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These Nebraska plantations were the pride and joy

of the nearby residents who came to them for picnics

and various celebrations. Later they supplied fence

posts to the adjacent ranchers. An effort to afforest

the Kansas sand hills failed and the project was aban

doned.

There were grazing use problems in those days,

but I will deal with those later in a general discussion

of national forest grazing.

World War !_

When the United States entered World War I, the

need soon became evident for lumber for barracks and

other structures in France, for trench duck-boards,

for dock piling, for firewood, and other items. To

conserve precious overseas shipping space and save

time, it was decided to obtain as much timber as

possible from French forests. The Tenth Forestry

Engineer Regiment was organized. Men familiar with

the erection and operation of small sawmills and with

logging operations were recruited from all parts of the

United States.
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The Forest Service was called upon to supply

technical personnel. Chief Forester Henry Graves

was appointed as overall head of the enterprise in

France, with the title of Colonel. William B. Greeley

was made his deputy, with the title of major. Both went

to France in the late summer of 1917 and established

headquarters in Paris.

The Tenth Engineers was organized as a military

unit consisting of six companies under the command of

Colonel James Woodruff. They were sent to France in

late August or early September, 1917. The regimental

headquarters was at Dijon.

Under Graves direction a number of foresters

were assigned the task of locating suitable Trench

forests. Since the British were also engaged in a

similar undertaking, an inter-allied committee was set

up,Comite Inter Allie du Bois de Gueere (C.I. E.G.)

through which French forests were assigned to the

respective allies for operation. This took a good

deal of doing; the French were tough bargainers.

As soon as a forest was assigned to the Tenth

Engineers a company or detachment was put in charge.

Sawmills were erected as fast as the equipment arrived,
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and operations began as the necessary tools became

available. Eventually we had operations in the Vosges

Mountains and the Jura Mountains in the Landes in

southwestern France and in the hardwood forests of East

Central France.

The French foresters were, quite properly, very

solicitous of their forests and insisted on our following

their cutting practices faithfully, even to slanting

the tops of stumps in hardwood coppice cuttings so

water would run off, in order to minimize rot in the

stump which could affect the subsequent sprout growth.

In the United States the Forest Service was asked

to accomplish a variety of war tasks, including helping

to guard railroad tunnels and bridges in or near the

national forests. The Chief Forester had asked most

members of the Service to stay on the job because of

the need to contribute to the war effort in various

ways. However I felt a strong urge to join the forestry

engineers in France. I wrote Greeley, who was already

there, and before long got orders to try for a captain s

commission.

Among other steps was a physical examination. I

was naturally pretty slim and feared I might not make

the minimum weight so, on the morning of the examina-
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tion, I ate a huge breakfast of pancakes. I got rather

panicky when I was kept waiting for the test and I

imagined that I was sweating off most of the pancake

weight. However, I passed the test and proceeded to

Washington, where I got my commission and along with

a very close college friend, Francis Kiefer, and Robert

Stuart, who later became Chief of the Forest Service,

went to France in September, 1917, as Casual Officers

not attached to the Tenth Engineers.

We were first headquartered in Paris, then moved to

Tours, headquarters of the Service of Supply (S.O.S.)-

My job, under Lt. Colonel Robert Johnson, a lumberman

from Northern California, was to handle orders for

lumber and other forest products coming in from army

contingents. These orders rapidly increased in volume

as the American Expeditionary Force (A.E.F.) grew in

size and our forestry engineers did remarkable work

in getting under way.

This increase in demand resulted in a second forestry

regiment, the Twentieth Engineers, being sent to France

and merged with the Tenth, under Colonel Mitchell,

Colonel Woodruff being promoted to Brigadier General

with overall command of the merger regiments.





Army supply officers in many cases would order

lumber in even lengths, width and thickness just as

if they were dealing with an ordinary lumber yard at

home. We had neither the time nor the raw material

to be so meticulous, so in such cases we would instruct

the appropriate mill to ship a specified amount of lum

ber
&quot;AWAL,&quot; meaning &quot;all widths, all lengths,&quot; and the

recipient had to adapt his needs to the supply available.

We were also bothered by not infrequent orders

from higher up a general to give priority to

some new order. Naturally this caused some confusion

at our operations, and many earlier orders never were

filled. However, our engineers furnished great quantities

of lumber and other items and I doubt if any really

indispensable facilities for the army were too long

delayed.

Getting operating equipment was a real task.

My friend Kiefer was attached to the staff of Lt.

Colonel George Kelly, a lumberman from Oregon, who

headed equipment procurement and installation. At

one time Kiefer scurried around a lot of territory

trying to find such simple things as railroad switch

frogs. On one occasion a scouting contingent from
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one of our operations, looking for a metal tank,

found one being used for a colonel s shower bath

and purloined it.

A few items had to be shipped from the United

States, such as very long dock piling which could

not be produced from French forests. As an example

of occasional boo-boos, I was told that an order

for one hundred foot piling was sent to the United

States. On arrival at dock-site it was found that

it was too long for the capacity of the ship, so

they cut it in two and shipped it in fifty foot

lengths.

Out American foresters learned many things of

value from the French practice of forestry, though

we were impatient at times with the inflexibility

and slowness of French participation in our efforts

to support our army with needed material. For me

it was a wonderful experience.

Fry: Can you mention some specific contributions of the

French to American forestry?

Granger: For example, how to handle coppice forest cuttings,

the use of clear cutting methods, watershed values

of forest cover.
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Return jbo Denver

There was lots of clean-up work to do after the

armistice disposal of residual stocks of lumber

and equipment, so Kiefer and I did not return to the

United States until August, 1919- There I found my

old job awaiting me in Denver as Chief of the Office

of Silviculture.

Fred Morrell, then Chief of Operation in Denver,

and I, adopted a plan whereby he would act for me

when I was on field trips, and vice versa, Thus I

got a lot of experience in the field of financial

management, personnel and engineering, so when

Morrill was made district forester at Missoula,

Montana, District Forester Allen Peck transferred

me to Operation as chief of that office and M. V.

Thompson took my place in charge of silviculture.

District Forester Pacific Northwest Region

(District Six)

In the summer of 1924, while on a field trip,

I got a hurry-up call to see Greeley, then Chief

Forester, in Denver. Greeley told me he wanted me
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to take over the job of District Forester in District

Six, the Pacific Northwest District. I was rather

startled, as District Six, comprising Oregon and

Washington, contained more timber than any other

national forest district; it had the largest volume

of timber sales, the greatest amount of private

timber, and some very difficult silvicultural and

fire problems. However, I swallowed my Adam s

apple a couple of times and proceeded to the Port

land headquarters in November, 1924, and assumed

office on January 1, 1925, upon the departure of

my predecessor.

My responsibilities in District Six were much

broader and more varied than any in my previous

experience. There was not only the administration

of the national forests. There was Forest Service

cooperation, financial and otherwise, with the two

state foresters and a number of private-land fire

protection organizations. As District Forester, I

was also an ex-officio member of the Oregan State

Board of Forestry, and a member of the forestry

committee of the Portland Chamber of Commerce. We

also participated actively in the work of the

Western Forestry and Conservation Association,,
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made up of timbermen and federal and state forestry

officials from Oregon, Washington, California,

Idaho and Montana. This organization concerned it

self mainly with bringing together for discussion

men and ideas in the field of forest fire protection.

One of the first things presented to me by

members of my staff responsible for private coopera

tion was the undisguised indifference of timberland

owners to what happened to their cut-over land.

I made many a speech to timbermen and other groups

on the subject of the future value of the young

growth that followed cutting, especially in the

Douglas fir type on the west side of the Cascades.

Here the practice was, and still is, to burn over

cutting areas in order to remove the heavy volume

of inflammable slash left after logging. This

practice diminished the danger of subsequent

accidental fires and also prepared the soil for

Douglas fir reproduction from seed in the soil,

A second fire, after young growth had become estab

lished, and stored seed no longer existed, was

almost sure to turn the cut-over areas into a

brush field. Too many timberland owners wrote
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off the cut-over land as of no further value. But

the idea of sustained yield forestry on private lands

slowly developed until the larger operators began

acquiring extensive tracts bearing well-established __

young growth. One member of the faculty of the

School of Forestry at Oregon State University is

said to have made a million dollars by picking up

cheaply tracts of young growth and later selling

them to the big private operators.

I don t claim any credit for this development,

most of which occurred after my tenure as District

Forester. It was chiefly a matter of economics,

along with closer utilization and other advanced

practices, but I am glad to have been one of the

prophets.

While private owners were still writing off

their cut -over land, the Forest Service was able to

acquire considerable areas of it by exchange

usually granting cutting rights on national forest

timber for an equal value of cut-overs. C. J.

Buck, who later became District Forester, was in

charge of this activity and he was a canny trader.

The cut-over land was usually valued by us on the

basis of the stand of reproduction or more advanced
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young growth it bore. Sometimes we had to compete

with stockmen who wanted the cut-over tracts for

grazing sheep or cattle, a use which would completely

disregard the value and potentialities of the young

forest growth. Through this exchange program we

were able to consolidate considerable areas of the

national forests.

In those days of low stumpage prices, relatively

poor utilization in the Douglas fir forests, and

lack of aggressive marketing practices by the Doug

las fir producers, we had a real problem in obtaining

use of hemlock. Operators looked upon it as decidedly

inferior to Douglas fir and made little or no effort

to adapt it to uses where its less valuable proper

ties would make it suitable. This caused us to

appraise hemlock stumpage at a nominal value, in

effect charging the loss in producing and marketing

hemlock against the profit in Douglas fir, thus

reducing Douglas fir stumpage values.

Then a small operator in Washington, recognizing

that hemlock, though inferior to Douglas fir, had

really positive values, decided that two things were

wrong the practice of sloppy manufacture of

hemlock lumber by Douglas fir producers and the
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failure to seek a market for it. He set up a

hemlock mill, processed and graded it carefully and

put it on the market successfully*.

Though this was only a small-scale experiment,

it confirmed my conviction that the main trouble

with hemlock was operator prejudice and indifference.

Consequently I announced to the industry that hence

forth we would fix minimum stumpage prices for hem

lock, would insist on its utilization, and would no

longer make Douglas fir carry it. I m sure this

helped hasten the day of acceptance of hemlock as

something more than a forest weed.

The Forest Service, with state and private

fire protection agencies, was constantly seeking

more effective methods of fire control. One step

we took on the national forests was- to set up &quot;flying

squadrons,&quot; each consisting of a trained fire camp

superintendent and several trained foremen who

would move in on large fires to help the local

force. Another move was to establish a separate

Office of Fire Control in the Portland office, since

I felt the job was too big to be handled as part

of the Office of Operation. This, I believe, was

the first office of fire control established in
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any national forest district* The other major

fire districts later followed suito





THE FOREST SERVICE: WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Forest Survey

In 1929 I was asked to direct the nationwide

survey (inventory) of the nation s forest resources

which was authorized by the McSweeney-McNary Forest

Research Act of May 22, 1928. I was very loathe to

leave the field of forest administration but agreed

to take the job on the assurance of the Chief For

ester that I could at a later time be considered

for return to administrative work. So, at the end

of 1929, I moved to Washington and was made the

Director of the Forest Survey,,

Other countries, notably Sweden, Finland and

Norway, had already conducted such an inventory and

I studied their reports for suggestions as to how

we should go about the huge task. I wanted to go

to those countries for consultation with foresters

there, but the narrow-minded Buick car agency owner

who was then Secretary of Agriculture would not

approve the trip.

My immediate bosses, Earle Clapp, head of the

Branch of Research, and Ray Marsh, his deputy, and
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I decided that the best places to start were in the

South and Pacific Northwest. Organizationally the

project was within the field of activity of the regional

forest experiment stations, and their staffs were

available for advice and assistance, but the line

of direction was actually pretty straight from the

national director to the regional directors of the

Survey.

First, I chose as my assistant director James

V. Girard, top logging engineer in the Forest Service,

with wide territorial experience. Then, for the

project in the South we got as regional director

I. F. Eldrddge, former member of the Forest Service,

then successfully managing a large sustained-yield private

forest in Georgia. In the Pacific Northwest we

obtained Horace J Andrews who had successfully

directed a forest land-use study in Michigan, and

who later became Regional Forester in Region Six.

We first had to choose the method of conducting

the survey. In the South we decided to use the Finnish

type, consisting of parallel lines run across the

country with sample plots at stated intervals. As

I recall, in Finland the lines were seventeen miles

apart, but we chose a ten-mile interval, with sample
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plots every ten chains (660 feet).

On each sample plot the diameter and height of

each tree was measured, borings taken to determine

rate of growth, the forest type and site recorded,

amount and kind of young growth, incidence of disease

and evidence of mortality listed. From the data ob

tained in this way maps of the forest land area were

prepared, together with figures on the area of forest

land in each type and site quality and all pertinent

data respecting present and prospective conditions

of the forests.

In some respects the South presented the most

trying conditions for the crews summer heat and

humidity, chiggers, snakes, and in the great hard

wood areas in the Mississippi Delta, poison ivy and

the innumerable bayous to cross. Where bridges or

boats were lacking, the crews would wade or swim

across the bayous with their equipment floated on

small rafts, or carried above water, always won

dering when some water moccasin might drop out of

an overhanging tree on or near them.

In the Pacific Northwest we started in the

Douglas fir forests of the west side of the Cascades.
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Here, by virtue of the high regard in which the big

timberland owners held Jim Girard, we were able to

obtain from most of them their confidential timber

cruises, which Girard would then spot check. This

information was combined with existing data on

national forest timber and other holdings and the

gaps were filled by spot cruises, by the Survey staff

or others. For areas bearing young growth or deforested

forest land we used the sample plot method similar

to that employed in the South.

Fry: Can you add anything about the process of data

gathering for the Forest Survey in the California portion?

Granger: As I recall, a combination of methods was used: cruises

obtained from timber owners, Forest Service cruises,

line and plot techniques.

Gradually, as funds became available, the Survey

was extended to other areas, using whatever methods

were best adapted to the conditions.

Civilian Conservation Corps

At the inception of the CCC in the Spring of

1933 I was called in from a Forest Survey field trip
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Granger: to &quot;become assistant to Chief Forester Stuart in handling

the Department of Agriculture share in the program.&quot;

Things started off with a &quot;bang! President Franklin

Roosevelt called for an immediate report to him on

where the first contingent of camps could be located ;

We had no time to consult the regional foresters. Ray

Headley, then Chief of Operation in the Washington office,

with his wide knowledge of the national forests, was

able to put down on a map the approximate location of

the first hundred national forest camps and this was

rushed to the President and approved by him, and we were

in business, with the first CCC camp established in the

George Washington National Forest in Virginia on

April 17, 1933.

Fry: In the S. Bevier Show interview manuscript,^ there is

a story of a few Eegional Foresters being in Washing

ton at the time and hastily working out maps, plans,

camp locations, and projects for CCC s presentation

feo FDR. Do you know if this was part of Headley s

project to get his map done? (The two accounts, so

far, are a bit like the result of the blind men who

each felt a different part of the elephant; I am

not sure what Headley s job had to do&amp;gt; with the

Show, S.Bevier, National Forests in California, an inter
view conducted by Regional Oral History Office, University
of California, Berkeley, 1965, Bancroft Library,





Regional Foresters 1 efforts.)

Granger: Headley correlated the work of the Regional Foresters

and used his own knowledge elsewhere. It was mainly

Headley s product.

Thereafter the installation of camps built

up rapidly, both on the national forests and on

state and private forest land until, at the peak

there were 1,303 camps in operation under the juris

diction of the Forest Service.

There were plenty of headaches, some due to

the divided jurisdiction. The army ran the camps,

providing food, medical services and discipline.

The Forest Service had charge of the work crews.

At the first the army had the idea of sending out

the work crews with a &quot;non-com&quot; in charge, and the

foresters would indicate what the crew was to do.

We succeeded in killing this idea.

The army was disposed to keep too many men on

camp headquarters detail. The civilian director of

the CCC. Robert Fechner, a very fine man, set a limit

on the size of the headquarters detail.

Another headache was the political angle.

James Farley, then head of the Democratic organization,





required us to choose our camp superintendents and

crew foremen from lists submitted by members of

Congress. This was a handicap and undoubtedly

lowered the average quality of those key men.

Most general policy decisions were made by

Fechner, but occasionally something of prime

importance required the attention of President

Roosevelt himself and we would be called to the

White House for a discussion. Sometimes we would

see the President; at other times Louis Howe would

talk to us, get the President s decision and inform

us. These contacts added a lot of spice to our

participation in this great project which resulted in

such large benefits to the nation s forest lands.

The foregoing relates only to the work under

the supervision of the Forest Service. In addition

there .were camps in the national parks, state parks,

on Indian lands, on Soil Conservation Service

projects, and elsewhere.

Fry: Do you have any anecdotes or comments on Franklin

D. Roosevelt?

Granger: I recall that when we demurred about having the

army in the picture, FDR said in effect, &quot;I want
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some tough sergeants to crack down on the boys

when necessary.&quot;

I can t recall other specific instances,

but just occasional contact with his dynamic per

sonality was stimulating.

We also got kicks out of Louis Howe s snappy

remarks.

Years as Assistant Chief

In 1935 Chief Forester Silcox decided there

were too many divisions in the Washington office

reporting directly to the Chief. Accordingly he

established branches, each composed of a group of

divisions, over which there was to be a branch chief

with the rank and title of Assistant Chief. It

was my good fortune to be placed in charge of the group

concerned with the management, protection and develop

ment of the national forest resources, a position

which began in 1935 and ended with my retirement

in 1952.

On assuming this new responsibility I turned over

my CCC job to Fred Morrell who had been working with





me with responsibility for overseeing the CCC work

on state and private lands.

Timber Sales

My term as assistant chief was a period in

which continuing efforts were made by the Forest

Service to put all national forest timber working

circles under active management. This required initia

tive on the part of Forest Service land managers

to promote the sale of national forest timber, rather

than waiting for the business to come to us.

One of the most effective forest officers in

pushing the increase in timber sales was the late

Joseph Kircher, former Regional Forester in the

Southern Region. He constantly regarded this as of

special importance in his territory because so much

of the national forest land bore young second growth

pine which needed periodic thinning in order to

develop fully its capacity under intensive management.

The rapid growth of the timber sale business in

Region Eight was due in large measure to Kircher 1 s

personal leadership.

One day Raphael Zon, one of the all-time greats
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in forest research, came into my office and, among

other things, asked what goal we had set for receipts

from the harvest or use of national forest resources.

At that time the total annual receipts were about

twenty-five million dollars. Zon said we should

set our sights on fifty million. That seemed a big

figure, but it was not many years before that figure

was exceeded and I had the pleasure of having published

in American Forests an article showing that for the

first time national forest income exceeded operating

expenses.

Fry: What were Zon s principal ideas for the future

success in timber sales?

Granger: Zon Suggested building up our timber gale business

as well as other income-yielding operations, such

as special uses.

Development of Policies

General Policies

The broad initial policies relating to the

national forests were laid down by Secretary of

Agriculture Wilson and Chief Forester Pinchot at

the time the Forest Service was given jurisdiction
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of the national forests. From then on more specific

policies were developed as experience or foresight

showed the need.

At first, with a &quot;green crew&quot; in the field,

policies were developed mostly at the top. Then it

gradually became the practice to have meetings and

conferences in the regional or local headquarters

where general, regional or local policies were

adopted by concensus or, if no concensus, by

decision of the chief officer concerned. So, by

and large, policies have come to reflect the experience

and judgment of men at all levels of authority.

Research in the Forest Service has contributed

heavily to the development of policies related to the

management of the different resources of the national

forests, and in such fields as fire control.

Most operating policies have been developed

within the Forest Service, but some of special im

portance have been established directly by the

Secretary of Agriculture, usually after consultation

with the Forest Service. Many policies are contained

in the regulations relating to the national forests

and these are approved by the Secretary of Agricul-
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ture, ordinarily upon the recommendation of the Chief

of the Forest Service.

Sometimes special policies are set by theSecretary ,

either because of a need seen by theForest Service

or as a result of appeals to the Secretary by outside

interests. An example of the latter is the policy

governing the administration of the Boundary Wafers

Canoe Area in Minnesota and the nianagement of the

high country in the Cascade Mountains of Oregon and

Washington.

At the very top, of course, are the policies

established by Congress through various acts throughout

the years. In most cases these legislative policies

have been permissive rather than mandatory or restric

tive, leaving the details of implementation to the

administrators.

Legislated Policies

During my incumbency in charge of national

forest administration, Congress passed several im

portant acts affecting the national forests.

One of these acts was Public Law 273, of March

29, 1944, which provided for cooperative agreements
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for joint sustained-yield operation of public and

private timber and for establishing federal sustained-

yield units whereby timber in a national forest

working circle could be assigned for manufacture in

a specified community as a means of furnishing

stability to communities primarily dependent on the

processing of national forest timber.

Only one cooperative unit was set up, that with

the Simpson Timber Company in the state of Washington.

This proved very beneficial to at least two dependent

communities.

Two or three units comprising only public

timber were established. As to this type of unit

and also the cooperative type, opposition built up

to even this degree of abandonment of the traditional

method of offering national forest timber for com

petitive bidding. The Forest Service decided to

abandon the program and the law was repealed.

Fry: Can you tell more about the opposition? Perhaps

describe the pressures that were applied, and on what

levels of forest administration?

Granger: Timber operators who considered themselves dependent

on national forest timber felt they had a right to
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compete. The same was true of communities. We had a

long hassle with Representative Glair Engle of Calif

ornia over our proposal to allocate timber to the

town of Lakeview, Oregon.

The Anderson-Mansfield Reforestation and Revege-

tation Act of October 11, 1949, was designed to

expedite reforestation and revegetation of forest

and range lands in the national forests. It marked

the beginning of larger annual appropriations for this

purposes.

In 1950 Congress passed the Granger-Thye Act

which, among other things allowed use of part of our

grazing receipts for range improvements. We were

glad to have congressional sanction for ten-year

permits and for recognizing local advisory boards

of -jermitees. (The Granger in this case was Repre

sentative Granger from Utah. )

Timber Sale Policies

The regulations promulgated at the beginning of

Forest Service jurisdiction emphasized that the national

forests would be administered in the interests of

homemakers and small men first. Throughout the
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years it has been the practice to make sure that the

small timber purchaser was taken care of. Thus the

great majority of timber sales have been to the little

outfits, some consisting of family operations, though

the bulk of the total cut has been by the large

operators.

One means of facilitating the small sale business

has been the construction by the Forest Service of

timber access roads, thus opening timber tracts to

small operators who could not afford to build their

own roads.

Competitive bidding is a legal requirement in

sales involving more than five hundred dollars worth

of stumpage. The Forest Service has built many miles

of timber access roads with one of the purposes being

to facilitate competition to a greater degree than

if main road construction were done by the operator

through an allowance in calculating the stumpage price.

This practice constitutes a basic policy in the timber

management field.

In the practice of silviculture and forest manage

ment, it is more a matter of method or practice than

of policy. Thus, in lodgepole pine selective cutting
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has been superseded by clear cutting in strips

or plots because the former resulted in windfall in

cut over areas or other harmful results. In Douglas

fir in Western Oregon and Washington, clear cutting

and leaving scattered seed trees was replaced by

clear cutting in plots alternating with uncut

areas because the earlier method usually resulted

in loss of the seed trees by windthrow or slash-

burning.

Slash disposal practices changed too. The

earlier method of piling and burning in ponderosa

and lodgepole pine has been changed to leave most

of the cutting slash scattered, with piling and

burning along roads or other chosen places where fires

could more readily be stopped.

Fire under controlled conditions has ome to

be used as a management tool in parts of the southern

pine territory, for example, the purpose being to

reduce inflammable undergrowth and, in the case of

longleaf pine, to prevent damage from the brown-

spot disease. Properly controlled, fire used in this

way does no measurable harm to either old or young

pines.
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Grazing Policies

Great attention was given to favoring the &quot;little

nan&quot; in administering the grazing use of the national

forests. Provision was made for reducing the permits

of larger permittees in order to increase the permits

of small operators to a level which would provide

a viable enterprise. &quot;Protective limits&quot; were

established below which no permit would be reduced

for &quot;distribution,&quot; that is, in order to increase other

permits.

This distribution policy was, of course, strongly

opposed by the larger permittees. One reason given

was that a permittee s ranch property was usually

&quot;commensurate&quot; for handling a given number of live

stock and if his permit was reduced below that num

ber it tended to reduce or destroy the economic feasi

bility of his operation. The stability of livestock

operations is of great economic importance in

the West. After a long period of adjustment

between large and small permits, the Forest Service

decided it had reached the point where further

&quot;distribution&quot; would cause undue instability and

the policy was terminated.
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The policy of consulting local and state ad

visory &quot;boards made up of permittees was given con

gressional sanction and their use broadened
&quot;by

the

Granger-Thye act of April 24, 1950. This act also

formalized the policy of issuing grazing -oermits

for a maximum of ten years.

Fry: What difficulties did you encounter in dealing

with the stockmen during that &quot;long period of adjust

ment &quot;between large and small permits&quot;?

Granger: The stockmen individually and collectively bitterly

opposed permit reductions for distribution. The

policy of distribution was one of the reasons why the

stockmen tried to have grazing privileges declared a

right.

Recreation Policy

When recreation use of the national forests

began to be significant, policies were developed

which gave priority to physical facilities (camp

and picnic grounds) for general use, and for the

preservation of special picnic values, such as un

cut strips of timber along roads, around lakes, along

streams and wherever recreation values were considered
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paramount .

Unfortunately, however, before the needs of

general-use facilities became so important, we had

issued a great many permits for individual summer

homes in places later needed for general public use.

These permits were not permanent in nature, and it

became necessary to terminate many of them, after

due notice, and this has caused and still causes

great resentment on the part of the displaced permittees,

The Forest Service has given summer home -permittees

as much time as possible to terminate the use a

term of years, sometimes during the life of the

permittee.

Summer home permits are still issued but only

in carefully chosen areas where they will not inter

fere with present or future needs for general-use

facilities.

As a means of facilitating group use by young

people, &quot;organization camps&quot; were constructed by the

Forest Service, consisting of cabins, cook and dining

shelters and sanitary facilities where groups of

children, such as from orphanages or youth organiza

tions ,might have a two-weeks vacation sponsored and
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paid for by welfare agencies, service clubs and the

like. This was one of Bo&quot;b Marshall s favorite

policies when he headed the Division of Recreation.

Pry: Weren t there pressures other than the increase of

campers that led to the establishment of recreation

in national forests?

Granger: No. Recreation values were recognized from the early

days. The Dress of campers caused us to provide

camp grounds and picnic grounds where fires could be

safely built and safe water made available.

Pry: Maybe you can comment on the development of the

wilderness area policy and why Aldo Leopold s ideas

were finally adopted.

Granger: Leopold was not exclusively responsible for the wil

derness idea. A good many of us saw the need for

such a program because of the rapid development of the

road program and other encroachments.

Wildlife Management Policies

It has been the policy and practice from the

beginning that wildlife, legally considered the

property of the states, would be managed under state

laws while the Forest Service would create or preserve
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as fully as possible conditions of environment

favorable to wildlife. However most states were

slow to recognize the need for controlling game

populations where overabundance was causing

damage to the environment or unduly interfering

with use by permitted livestock. So a regulation

was approved by the Secretary of Agriculture

under which the Forest Service could regulate hunting

in specific areas when the state failed to take

action to correct serious conditions. This was

vigorously otmosed by state wildlife authorities,

but it was one factor that spurred states to improve

their control policies to the point where the

regulation was repealed.

Fire Control Policy

The overriding policy in fire control was and

is to (a) prevent man-caused fires by every possible

means education, temporary closing of certain areas

in times of critical hazard, provision of safe places

for campfires, requiring campfire permits, law

enforcement, and any other promising means, including

removal of special hazards such as logging slash,





snags, windthrown timber, etc., and (b) to put out

fires as quickly as possible.

At one time we considered a proposal that fires

in so-called back country of very low value be allowed

to die out naturally rather than to expend large sums

to extinguish them. This was debated pro and con

with considerable spirit. The decision was that

despite the outward logic of the policy it would lead

to confusion in our own ranks and in the public mind,

Decisions on when and where to apply the policy

would be difficult. So the outcome v/as a decision to

set a goal of getting every fire under control by

ten o clock in the morning following the inception

of the fire and, when control could not be achieved

so quickly, to drive for control at the earliest

possible moment. It v/as felt that this policy

would result in the least total damage and costs.

Special Projects

Recreation Report

Use of the national forests for recreation

was steadily increasing and it was decided we

should have a report on the recreational resources
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of the national forests their scope and extent,

their present and prospective use, and what would be

needed for their adequate development. So, as in the

case of other major projects, such as the Copeland

Report, we &quot;brought into Y,
r

ashington a group of field

men to prepare the report. I was designated chair

man of the group.

After much discussion, first drafts and revisions,

we produced a comprehensive report that covered every

angle of the subject. Chief Forester Silcox, however,

felt it was rather too dry a document so he turned it

over to Russell Lord, a well-known writer on conserva

tion, and he transformed it into a much more lyrical

product. The nature of Lord s draft is exemplified

by the title of the opening chapter, &quot;Foot to Earth,

Eye to the Sky.&quot;

Pry: What were major issues that you had to work out in

order to get the first draft underway?

Granger: Mostly to define the purpose and scope of the report,

which was designed to tell the public about national

forests, recreational values and policies.

Pry: Who were some of the field men who were most helnful

on this?
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Granger: Show, C. J. Buck, Meinecke, MeATdie.

Guayule Rubber Project

During the second world war Japan cut off most

of our natural rubber supply, so we had to rely

chiefly on synthetic rubber, then much inferior in

most respects to the natural product. In the search

for natural rubber one of the sources was the guayule

plant, a shrub resembling sagebrush, which, grows natur

ally in Mexico and in a small area of Texas.

For many years the Intercontinental Rubber

Company had been producing rubber from Guayule at

Torreon, Mexico, and nrior to that, had a mill at

Salinas, California, which had processed guayule from

the shrubs grown in California and Arizona. The

Salinas project had been closer, so the United States

bought the mill and a supply of seed from Intercon

tinental and the Forest Service was designated to

conduct the guayule project.

It fell to my lot to head this undertaking in

addition to my regular job. I was given carte blanche

to recruit the necessary key personnel. I chose

Evan Kelley, then Regional Forester at Missoula,
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Montana, as the Director and together we quickly-

assembled a staff with headquarters at Salinas.

The project involved assembling the necessary

equipment, establishing nurseries in which to grow

the seedlings for field planting, renting land for

field plantings, overhauling the pebble mill,

recruiting labor, etc. All of these things presented

great difficulties under war-time conditions of short

ages of equipment and manpower, reluctance of landowners

to lease land for our plantings, and the like. We

had to get priority orders for scarce equipment and

even for airplane travel.

We were fortunate to have the help of men in the

Bureau of Plant Industry who were familiar with the

operations of the Intercontinental Rubber Company

and with the technical problems in growing and

processing guayule. We also had help from soils

and agricultural engineering experts in the Depart

ment of Agriculture.

Senator Downey of California and several inter

ested congressmen gave great assistance, particularly

the then-Senator Truman s war-time special committee,

in such matters as priorities. Both House and
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Senate committees on agriculture gave us strong

support.

On the other hand there was at least one member

of Congress who resented our &quot;invasion&quot; of his dis

trict in the Hemet Valley for some of our planta

tions, and he fought us vigorously, not hesitating to

depart from the facts if it would serve his purpose.

The Associated Farmers in California were a haras-

sing group. When we put sinks in the quarters we

&quot;built to house Mexican laborers and their families,

the Associated Farmers accused us of wasting the tax

payers money. The House Agriculture Committee

sent a sub-committee out to investigate and they

gave the critics a scorching rebuke.

Despite obstacles Evan Kelley and his outfit

did a superb job. I doubt if any other man in the

Forest Service could have given the effective

leadership and direction to the job that Kelley did.

By the time the project was terminated we had

produced 2,947,273 pounds of guayule rubber, in

cluding a small quantity from the wild plant

harvested in Texas.

Along with the guayule enterprise we experimented

with other plants. Russia sent us seeds of Russian
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dandelion and we grew some in the Lakes States, and

produced a small amount of rubber practically equal

in quality to that from the rubber tree,

Another small-scale project involved a plant called

cryptostegia. We tried this out in one of the Carib

bean countries with no significant results.

We were strongly pressured by a Nevada congress

man to harvest and process rabbit brush, a shrub some

what like sagebrush which grows wild in many parts of

the West, but it would have been too costly to cut and

assemble the plants and process them, so this project

never got underway,

Goldenrod also contains rubber and we did a small

project on this in the South, but only on a laboratory

scale,

Alaska Spruce Production Project

The army thought it necessary to supplement

available metals for airplane construction with the

old reliable spruce, especially for trainer planes,

so the Forest Service was asked to produce airplane-

grade spruce logs from the Tongass National Forest

in southeast Alaska where there are vast stands of
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Sitka spruce. This project also was in my field

of jurisdiction. Frank Heintzlemann, Regional

Forester in Alaska, was given the job and he put his

assistant, Charles Burdick, in charge. They con

tracted with a logger in Seattle to carry on the

operation. The logs were rafted to Puget Sound

sawmills and there sawed into suitable dimensions for

airplane construction. All told about seventy

million board feet of spruce logs reached Puget

Sound. The hemlock logs and inferior spruce logs

were sold to Alaska sawmills.

Fry: Newton Drury tells in his interview how, in

patriotic fervor, lumbermen tried to get the

national parks opened for oitka spruce production

for airplanes in World War II. In the Forest Service

was there excessive pressure to cut more spruce in

Alaska during the war?

Granger: ITot that I recall.

Third Y/orld Forestry Congress

Having been denied by a penurious Secretary

of Agriculture the privilege of ^oin/r to Scandinavia

to study forest survey methods in 1930, I suddenly
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in 1949 got another yen for an official trip abroad

to view European forestry, so 1 ;

propositioned&quot;

Chief Lyle Watts. He promptly assigned me to head

the U.3. delegation to the Third \Vorld forestry

Congress to &quot;be held in Helsinki, Finland, in the

summer of 1949.

Our delegation comprised foresters and some

forestry-minded lumbermen. When the Congress was

organized, a. Russian and I v;ere named co-presidents,

and since alphabetically the USA preceded the U33?i,

I v/as in effect the first co-president. Our duties

were minuscule, Hino Saari of Finland, the President

of the Congress, doing all the presiding and doing

it well and graciously.

During the Congress we planted a commemorative

birch tree at the University of Helsinki, where the

Congress was held. The Russian co-president shoveled

in the dirt on one side of the tree, I on the other.

Some months later an American forester who stayed on

to spend a year in Helsinki wrote me that

my side of the tree was thriving but the Russian side

had withered! I fear this tale was aprocryphal!

Preceding the sessions there were field trips
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to view Finnish forests and woods industries. V/e

had also had a similar trip in Sweden on the way to

the Congress. These were much more interesting t&quot;~an

the rather dry sectional meetings.

Compared with forest management in the United

States, that in jcandinavia is simple. There they

have only three important commercial species

spruce, Scotch pine and &quot;birch. Through long ex

perience they had arrived at cutting and regeneration

methods of proved effectiveness, and our observations

confirmed our confidence in some of the methods we

were trying out.

Fry: Can you mention here the chief methods to vhich you

refer?

Granger: Clear cutting with either replanting or natural re

forestation; also the technique of selection cutting.

After the Congress a group of us took a bus tour

through forests in Germany and France. There, of course,

one sees forest management developed to an almost exact

science, as in Scandinavia, as compared with its

status in America.
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Congressional Relations and Pressures

For some time after the Forest Service was given

jurisdiction over the national forests there was strong

opposition to its policies, including the charging

of fees for grazing, on the part of several western

members of Congress, notably senators Fulton of

Oregon, Carter of Montana and Heyburn of Idaho. As

the local and national benefits of orderly manage

ment of the national forests became evident, support

for them steadily grew on the part of the users, the

general puolic and in Congress. Individuc-1 members

of both houses sponsored helpful legislation and in

creased appropriations, and congressional committees

dealing with Forest Service matters were often helpful.

There were congressional gadflies, of course.

For example, Representative Compton V/hite of Idaho

(father of the present member of the House) came

repeatedly to our offices to complain and threaten,

but he did not have enough influence to do us much

harm. Representative Glair Sngle, later a senator,

was sometimes very helpful, at other times very

troublesome.

Among those who stood out for their constructive
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interest were Senator McNary of Oregon, Senator

Aiken of Vermont, Senator Thye of Minnesota. Senator

Ray Pittinan of Nevada led the senatorial fight to keep

President F.D.Roosevelt from transferring the Forest

Service to the Interior Department at the behest of

Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior. At one time

when it appeared the FDR was about to yield to Ickes,

despite the President s promise to several senators,

it was reported that James Byrnes, then Majority Leader

in the Senate, told the President he would have to

denounce him on the Senate floor if he reneged on his

commitments to Senator Pittman and others. That ended

it.

Senator Hayden of Arizona and Senator Anderson of

New Mexico have been outstanding in their support. In

the House men like Blatnik of Minnesota and Saylor of

Pennsylvania have stood strongly for the good causes in

conservation, including support for the Forest Service.

As to the key committees, the Forest Service has

generally fared well at the hands of the Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry in the Senate and the Committee

on Agriculture in the House. We had mixed results with

the appropriation tJommittees. Some chairmen of the sub

committees dealing with Forest Service appropriations
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were usually not overly responsive: Democrats like

Tarver of Georgia and Whitten of Mississippi, Republicans

like John Taber of New York (he was also chairman of the

full committee). Taber s right-hand man was Wigglesworth

of Massachusetts and he usually confined himself to

&quot;nit picking&quot; questions about the &quot;green sheets&quot; on which

were listed the number and grades of employees covered

by the estimates.

Taber was a cantankerous gentleman, but he was

heavily outmatched in this respect by Cannon of Missouri,

longtime Democratic Chairman of the House Appropriations

Committee. Cannon would sometimes come into a sub

committee hearing on Forest Service appropriations, take

over and virtually dismiss us with a disdainful wave

of his hand.

For unfailing courtesy as chairman of the sub

committee the palm goes to Everett Dirkson, now a

senator. He was not particularly generous to us, but he

never heckled a witness, never cut anyone short.

Once when I was testifying he opened the hearing by

inviting any witness to tell the Committee wherein

it was doing wrong by a request. I accepted the
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invitation and Dirksen listened courteously.

Forest Service appropriation requests were un

doubtedly prejudiced by being a relatively small part

of the large appropriation requests for the Department

of Agriculture, with most committee members either

being more interested in other elements of the appro

priation or loathe to increase the already-huge total.

So, it was not until the Forest Service appropriations

were included in the Interior Department bill that

we began to get substantial increases. Here Senator

Hayden, Chairman of the full committee[Senate Committee

on Appropriations] in the Senate, exercised a powerful

influence. Repeatedly the Senate has substantially

increased the House allowances and the inevitable

compromises in conference have sometimes provided the

Forest Service with more than the Budget recommended.

The House Committee on Interior Affairs has been

less helpful than the Committee on Agriculture, where

as their Senate counterpart, long chairmanned by

Senator Anderson of New Mexico has usually given fine

support, not only to the Forest Service but to con

servation measures in general, including such important

measures as the Wilderness Bill.
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Pressures by individual members of Congress have

rarely been carried to the extreme since the early days.

I recall that my predecessor as Supervisor of the

Medicine Bow National Forest had antagonized Senator

Warren of Wyoming, Chairman of the Appropriations

Committee, because of refusing to bow to the senator s

demands for special treatment of his sheep-grazing

permit, and the supervisor was transferred to another

national forest. Evidently the Senator was mollified

because I do not recall any unusual pressure from him.

As a rule, however, both the Forest Service and the

Secretaries of Agriculture have successfully resisted pres

sures where important policies or principles were involved.

Special Interest Pressures

Timbermen

Individually most timber-sale operators have

been reasonable and cooperative. There have always

been and always will be complaints about

stumpage prices, marking practice, log scaling and

other features. In a few cases complaints and

pressures have been extreme stumpage price too high,

marking too light, etc. But it has been through the
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timbermen s organizations that the really vicious pres

sures and antagonisms have come. Year after year the

National Lumber Manufacturers Association representative

used to appear before Congress to oppose funds for timber

access roads, arguing that the operators could do the

job better and cheaper, ignoring the fact that their

program would lessen competition in bidding by eliminating

the small operator who hadn 1 t enough capital to build

roads. Actually this seemed to be one of their purposes.

This same organization has stubbornly opposed

acquisition of forest land by the Forest Service. It

opposed the multiple use bill until wiser counsel within

its ranks prevailed. It tried to organize community

groups to turn the heat on the Forest Service to offer

more timber for sale, but this effort was almost entirely

a failure. In these and other ways it has tried to in

fluence Congress and the Secretaries of Agriculture to

curb or hamper or reverse the Forest Service, but has

almost always failed.

At present the NLMA, through its public relations

affiliate, American Forest Products Industries, is

trying to get the states to withdraw consent to national

forest acquisition under the Weeks Law, which is the

general authority under which the Forest Service
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purchases forest land. There seems to be no limit to

the ferocity of the organized timberman against forest

land acquisition.

Fry: Did the National Lumber Manufacturing Association ever

join forces with livestock associations to help fight

grazing regulations, to your knowledge?

Granger: I can t recall any such alliance.

The Vest Coast Lumbermens 1

Association, now merged

with the Western Pine Association, achieved a more

rational stance when W. B. Greeley in 1928 resigned as

Chief of the Forest Service to become Executive Vice-

president of the WCLA. Greeley saw an opportunity to im

prove the economic conditions affecting the timber in

dustry in the Douglas fir region to the point where they

could practice forestry. Whenever he had occasion to

oppose or criticize the Forest Service it was on a

respectable level.

The organized pulp and paper manufacturers have

usually been considerably less hostile than the lumber

men in their opposition or pressures. For one thing,

the operators of pulp and paper mills are usually only

to a small degree dependent on national forest timber.

Furthermore, in my opinion, the men who decide the

policies of the pulp and paper associations are on the
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average of a higher caliber and broader outlook than

their counterparts in the lumber industry,

Grazing Interests

In spots the hostility of grazers toward the forest

rangers was noteworthy in the early days. I recall my

time in southwest Colorado in 1908 when forest rangers

felt it unsafe to go into the Disappointment Country.

The Carpenter family in the Gunnison Country was

pretty belligerent until one night when Ranger Kreutzer

was sharing a cabin with them, Kreutzer suddenly pulled

his gun and shot a spider on the ceiling, giving the

Carpenters considerable pause in their campaign to

terrorize Kreutzer. They respected good shots!

Apart from individual or advisory board protests

against decisions by the Forest Service regarding allot

ment boundaries, reduction in permitted numbers for

range protection or distribution, bedding out rules,

salting places, etc., the organized stockmen have cam

paigned in the past for such major objectives as

(1) making the grazing use a legal right rather than a

privilege, (2) eliminating reductions in permits for

distribution, (3) transferring national forest range
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lands to the states, (4) attaching the privilege of using

national forest range to the ranch instead of the owner

of the livestock, and (5) opposing fixing grazing fees

on the national forests at the true value of the forage.

The stockmen organizations were not unanimous in

pressing foregoing objectives. There were voices of

moderation among them, but as usual, the voices of

the extremists were the loudest. They were supported

in varying degrees by some western members of Congress,

among whom the late Senator McCarran of Nevada was

one of the more active proponents of the stockmen s

programs.

The only real &quot;victory&quot; the stockmen may be said

to have won was in relation to grazing fees. Among

others, some congressional committees had questioned the

Forest Service about the very low fees compared to what

stockmen were paying for comparable range on private

lands and some state lands. This led to a comprehensive

appraisal by the Forest Service of the grazing fee

schedules. It was a thorough job, under the direction

of Chris Rachford, and took into account all factors

influencing range-use, including the generally more

accessible private lands and the fewer restrictions

on their use.
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The end result of this study was a recommendation

to the Secretary of Agriculture for a substantial in

crease in fees to make them more nearly commensurate with

the true value of the forage. Secretary Jardine then

asked D;;,n Casement, a Colorado stockman but not a

permittee, to review the proposal. Casement recommended

further adjustments, generally downward, which the

Secretary approved. Thus the final schedule resulted

in an increase, but left the fees still far short of

what the stockmen were paying for comparable non-federal

range .

Individual or local group hostility toward reductions

for protection of the range sometimes became very bitter.

For example, overgrazing was found to be ruining the

watershed above the little community of Mt. Pleasant,

Utah. Reductions proposed by the Forest Service were

bitterly fought, despite the community interest in its

watershed. It was recognized that the small operators

in this area would be hurt by any reduction in the

already small permits, but the continuing damage to

the watershed left the Forest Service no choice. As

I recall it, this was one of the places where local feeling

became so bitter that the ranger and his family were

ostracized.
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Recreation Interests

There have been pressures to exclude timber cutting

from areas considered by recreational or conservation

groups to be most valuable for recreation or scenery.

One of the most extreme among such protagonists has

been Justice Douglas of the Supreme Court. He has

in effect advocated building no more roads in the

national forests, either in the high country or in the

timbered areas where timber sales would result. He

would apparently like to keep all roadless areas in a

wilderness status, and he has often been intemperate

in his demands and his criticisms.

Others have advocated inclusion in wilderness areas

of large tracts of commercial timber land, going beyond

the boundaries felt by the Forest Service to be adequate

for wilderness area dedications. While some of such

advocates are extreme in their demands, others have

been more moderate and their views have been fully

considered.

Some years ago the Forest Service undertook a

revision of schedules of fees for special uses on the

national forests such as for resorts, stores, ski lifts

and similar commercial enterprises. The purpose was to
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establish fees commensurate with the revenue-producing

potentialities of the privilege of using national

forest lands. Since the proposed method of basing

fees on a percentage of gross revenues would result

in some increase in fees, it was immediately attacked

by the permittees and they formed an association to

fight the plan, hiring to head it a former member of

the Forest Service. However the plan was adopted and

has been working successfully though some permittees

continue to protest. One test of the plan s soundness

is the fact that when some of the larger concessions

are offered for competitive bidding, bidders have often

offered a fee higher than the base rate.

Relations With Other Agencies

National Park Service

For many years the National Park Service was

intermittently active in efforts to &quot;raid&quot; the national

forests for the establishment of new national parks

or the enlargement of existing parks. There was

surreptitious reconnoitering of national forest areas

and proposals affecting the national forests without

consultation with the Forest Service.
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Some of these proposals were meritorious, as

in the case of Kings Canyon, the Grand Tetons and

the Olympics in Washington. Others were quite

debatable and were defeated by public opposition.

Only in recent years has agreement been reached

between Agriculture and Interior for joint examina

tion of proposed conversion of national forest lands
*

to national park status.

At one time the National Park Service got the

notion that they should administer national forest

lands primarily useful for recreation. This was an

absurd idea, wholly disregarding the obvious incon

sistency, confusion and added expense that would

result from two agencies trying to administer an in

divisible entity. Nothing came of this proposal*

Despite these conflicts the two Services cooper

ated well in such matters as fire protection and

insect and disease control where their lands adjoined.

Furthermore there was one period during which the

leadership of the National Park Service forsook

underground campaigns, when Newton Drury was Direc

tor of the National Park Service. He was a fine

man to work with.
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Bureau of Land Management

During the years of dispute as to who should

administer the Oregon and California Railroad reverted

grant lands within the national forest boundaries,

relations with this agency were far from harmonious.

This and other points of friction led to the appoint

ment of an inter-departmental committee to &quot;arbitrate&quot;

contested issues. Joel Wolfsohn, an Interior attorney,

and Colonel White, a member of the Interior staff,

represented Interior and Ernest Wiecking, an agri

culture economist, and I were the Agriculture members.

As to the contested & C lands in the national for

ests, a so-called Wolfsohn-Granger agreement was

reached whereby, pending final determination of

jurisdiction, the Forest Service would make and

administer the timber sales on the disputed lands,

but would give BLM an opportunity to comment on each

proposed sale. As I recall it, this plan worked

quite well, though not without some hitches.

Reclamation Service

At one time question arose as to who would

administer the recreational features of private lands
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acquired by the Reclamation Service around their re

servoirs within or partly within the national forests,

The National Park Service aspired to the job, but

through skillful negotiations with the Reclamation

Service by John Sieker, then in charge of our

Division of Recreation, a formal agreement was

executed whereby the authority was given to the

Forest Service, This was the only logical arrange

ment since the intermingled Reclamation Service

and national forest lands had to be managed as a

whole. As far as I can recall, our relations with

the Reclamation Service were harmonious.

Soil Conservation Service

Early in its career the SCS felt that it should

be self-sufficient in handling the forestry aspects

of its projects, with the necessary forestry staff

of its own. The Department decided, however, that

the SCS should look to the Forest Service for the

necessary expert advice in this field, thus avoiding

undesirable and uneconomical duplication. I do not

recall any other important differences between the

two agencies.





Rural Electrification Administration

The admirable program of this agency involved

the construction of a good many power lines across

national forest lands. This involved two conflicts.

First, it was the policy of the Forest Service

to require power and telephone lines to be located

a reasonable distance away from roadsides in order

to preserve the natural appearance of the forest.

Like other power agencies, the REA objected to this

on the ground of additional cost and less convenience

in maintenance. We had to battle it out with them*

Second, power lines located near our grounded

circuit (single wire) telephone lines caused the

telephone lines to become so noisy as to render them

virtually useless. We took the position that the

REA should bear the expense of converting our lines

to metallic circuit (two-wire) lines. This they

refused to do on the grounds that the courts had

decided in the case of other rural lines that the

owners of ground-circuit lines must bear the expense

of metallicizing their lines when the ground-cir

cuit type was put out of business by the installation

of paralleling power lines. We lost that battle!

On our part we took the initiative in procuring

a decision by the Secretary of Agriculture that
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Ecy:

Granger:

Fry:

Granger;

where a private utility and the REA were both seeking

a permit for installation of a line to serve the

same area, priority would be given to the EEA appli

cation.

Were these battles between you and the REA Director

or between higher-ups?

They were between us and the REA Director.

What was the outcome of the conflict regarding

placement of power lines away from roads?

I think the Forest Service prevailed, as I recall it.

Federal Power Commission and Bureau of Public Roads

At times it took some doing to get these agencies

to have due regard for national forest values. Both

suffered from the general theory of engineers that

the shortest distance between two points is a

straight line. No major crises developed, however.

Decentralization in the Forest Service

Pinchot inaugurated decentralization at the very

n
start. Quoting from his book Break New Ground,

&quot;The new regulations made it absolutely clear... that

*Pinchot, Gifford, Breaking New ground, New York, 1947,
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local questions would be decided by local officers

and on local grounds. The old Land Office custom

of referring pretty much everything to Washington for

incubation and ultimate decision was definitely out.&quot;

Men were selected at various levels for their compe

tence, given a job and responsibility and authority

to do it, and were held accountable for results.

Authority was pushed as far down the line as there

was ability to effectively discharge it. As the

national forest business grew and as competence

increased, greater latitude was conferred all along

the line. For example, the size of timber sales

which forest rangers or forest supervisors could

approve was increased from time to time.

The early forest rangers were mostly local men

who knew the country and the people, but who had

little or no technical knowledge. This usually had

to be supplied from higher up. Then when all dis

trict rangers were trained foresters, they became

real managers of the resources of their districts,

with such staff assistants as were needed. That is

the way it is today.

There can be no doubt that this policy of decen

tralization has been one of the most important factors

contributing to the success of national forest admin-
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istration &quot;bringing policies and decisions close to

the people and interests affected.

Fry: Do you think decentralization has helped to generate

a broadly-based and continuous public support for

the Forest Service?

Granger: Yes, indeed, it helped a great deal.

Training

The early-day rangers were inducted into the

Forest Service through a relatively simple examina

tion which required the applicant to have a rudimen

tary knowledge of surveying, timber cruising, the

livestock business, simple lumbering operations, how

to make simple maps and reports, and how to ride and

pack a horse and take care of himself in the woods.

I recall giving such an examination in Denver

about 1909. After the written test Frank Sobey,

an experienced ranger, and I took the applicants to

a vacant area at the edge of Denver and had them

pack a horse. Some could, others couldn t. One

man finished packing and found he had quite a length

of pack rope left over, hanging to the ground. He

turned to Sobey and asked &quot;What do I do with this?&quot;

He didn t pass!
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After induction, training began, simple in

character at first. One of the early procedures was

to have group meetings of rangers and supervisors

at which the new national forest manual, the Use Book,

containing the regulations and instructions, was

read and discussed in detail to be sure its provi

sions were uniformly understood.

The next steps included meetings at which in

structions were given in the technical aspects of

the job, usually involving doing the various jobs

in field work. As these practices developed they

became real training schools in all phases of

national forest work. There were also correspon

dence courses.

New ranger inductees and other beginners were

assigned to work under experienced men, as assis

tant rangers or in similar capacities.

Preparation of work plans was another feature.

Plans were prepared by the men themselves which listed

all the jobs to be done on the ranger districts, the

time required for each, the frequency of recurring

jobs and similar features designed to systematize

the rangers
1 activities. One of the practices
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advocated was &quot;progressive riding&quot; whereby the ranger

extracted from his work plan all the jobs he could do

on a projected trip into a certain part of his territory,

Peter Keplinger, in the Rocky Mountain Region

was the outstanding pioneer in developing and applying

the group training and correspondence course methods

of training.

The training policy had two major objectives:

to enable the man to do his job most efficiently

and to fit him for advancement. The latter purpose

has often been served by transfers to new and differ

ent assignments to broaden the individual s experience.





CHIEFS OF THE FOREST SERVICE

Gifford Pinchot

I had no personal contact with &quot;G.P.,&quot; as he

was known to his associates in his day until long

after he was fired by President Taft in connection

with the Ballinger case. But like everyone in the

Service in those days, I was conscious of the spirit

with which he imbued the men of the Service. I

think there has never been anything like it in the

public service before or since. He made conserva

tion crusaders of us but he also insisted on sound,

practical ways of doing business. If he didn 1 t like

a letter someone had prepared for his signature he

would simply spread across it the word &quot;rewrite&quot;

and return it to the author with no indication of

what was wrong. Above all, he battled the enemies

of conservation and of the Forest Service and enlisted

the mightiest battler of all, President Theodore

Roosevelt. We shall never see another Pinchot.





Henry Solon Graves

The Forest Service was indeed fortunate to

have Graves as Pinchot s successor in those troubled

days after Pinchot was fired. Graves was a profes

sional forester of top calibre. He was not the

inspiring leader that Pinchot was, but he was one

in whom we all had great confidence. He was also

a no-nonsense man and when he was displeased his

brown eyes had a high-powered snap in them. I

would say that he consolidated what G.P. had begun

and led the Service through a period of continuous

development on all fronts.

William EL_ Greeley

As I have recounted earlier, I got my start

in the Service under Greeley when he was supervisor

on what is now the Sequoia National Forest in

California. One thing that impressed me then was has

systematic way of working. When he came on an in

spection trip to a ranger district where I was

helping the district ranger he had a list of things
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he wanted to take up and he accomplished his purpose

quickly but comprehensively. He gave instructions

in the same concise way, but never in a dictatorial

manner.

Then later when he was in Washington as Chief

of the Division of Timber Management, I came to

know him well, as I was in charge of Timber Manage

ment in Denver. He conducted a sample marking pro

ject with a group of us in a Black Hills timber sale

and led us in discussions of why we should cut or

leave each tree. Here again he was not dictatorial.

On the other hand, Greeley was firm in his

judgments, but he was not bull-headed. On one

occasion I was negotiating the stumpage price on a

large tie sale on the Medicine Bow and the operator

held out for a lower price. It happened that the

operator had on his side Senator Warren, then

Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee and

a very powerful person. I advised accepting a

lower price, but Greeley said no. Then Warren

went to work and Greeley decided my way. He then

had the courage to tell me &quot;Well, Chris, you were

right.&quot;
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I had the greatest admiration for Greeley as

Chief and a great affection for him personally. I

respected his view that public regulation of private

timber cutting was not the remedy that the coopera

tive approach was better. This philosophy caused

Greeley to be virtually &quot;read out of the party&quot; &quot;by

his old boss, G.P. ,but Greeley never wavered.

I learned more from Greeley than from all the

other Chiefs of the Forest Service combined.

Robert Y_i_ Stuart

When I first met Stuart he was an inspector in

Timber Management in Washington and I was in Denver.

He struck me as being a very nice fellow, but with

no great force. However when I saw more of him I

realized that he had a lot on the ball and I was glad

when Greeley told me Stuart was to be his successor.

Stuart was a fine, steady type, considerate of

others, very likeable. He was not a dynamic leader,

rather one who pursued a middle-of-the-road course.

He could get his back up on occasion as I saw him do

a few times during CCC days when he felt the Forest
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Service was not getting fair treatment. It was

during this time that I came to know Stuart best.

I was his right-hand man on CCC matters, occupied an

office next to his, and was privileged to enter his

office at any time by the side door. We got along

splendidly. He authorized me to sign CCC letters as

&quot;Acting Chief, Forest Service.&quot;

I think Stuart lacked the iron in the blood that

characterized Greeley, and when things got hot with

the lumber industry, for example, he let it upset

him greatly. This evidently was partly responsible

for the apparent breakdown which preceded his death,

Ferdinand Silcox

Silcox came in shortly after Stuart s death.

It was understood that President Roosevelt appointed

him on the recommendation of Rexford Tugwell, then

Under-Secretary of Agriculture. He and Silcox were

close friends.

Silcox had been in the Forest Service, his last

assignment being as Associate Regional Forester at

Missoula under Greeley. I understand that Silcox
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was not happy serving under Greeley. Subsequently

Silcox left the Service and evidently became very

successful in the field of labor-management relations.

Silcox had a magnetic personality, high ideals

and a fine concept of public service. His experience

in the arbitration field intensified his sense of

fairness and he insisted on a full hearing of com

plaints against the Forest Service. If we showed

any tendency toward bureaucratic decisions he would

bring us up short and see that the other fellow got

all he was entitled to.

On the other hand, Silcox was the poorest admin

istrator of all the chiefs I served under. He often

dealt directly with the regional foresters in matters

that should have been handled by or through the assis

tant chief concerned. He established Chris Rochford

as his right-hand man and the tv/o of them sometimes

made decisions without bringing the assistant chiefs

into the picture. For example, they decided on a

chief of my division of Wildlife Management and then

told me who it was to be.

It was harder to get to see Silcox than any other

chief during my time in Washington.
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Silcox had a &quot;pipe-line&quot; to the White House

through Tugwell and he did what he could to offset

Harold Ickes strenuous efforts to get FDR to transfer

the Forest Service to Interior. I believe my recol

lection is correct that at one point Silcox threatened

to resign and fight the proposal if it was pushed.

When the President asked Silcox to become Under

secretary of the Interior we all suspected that it

was a not-too-clever effort to gain his support for

the transfer. At any rate Silcox chose not to

desert the Forest Service.

Fry: What were the differences between Silcox and Greeley

that lead to Silcox s leaving the Service eventually?

Granger: I don* t know.

Earle H^ Clapp

Clapp was Associate Chief and when Silcox died,

the Secretary of Agriculture told Clapp to carry on

as Acting Chief. This he did very ably for three

years and certainly should have been made chief. We

always suspected that he was denied the promotion

because FDR became aware that Clapp was doing every-
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thing he could to prevent the transfer of the Service

to Interior. Clapp s efforts undoubtedly contributed

heavily toward the defeat of the plan.

Clapp has been one of the ablest men the Forest

Service ever developed. He built a forest research

organization unequalled elsewhere in the world. He

imbued it with an esprit-de-corps truly notable.

He knew how to pick able men as leaders; he expected

much of the crew, and he got it.

Clapp s direction of the preparation of the

Copeland Report was one of his noteworthy feats.

He set high standards for the preparation of the

various sections and would not accept a section until

it met his standards.

Clapp is just the opposite of a man like Silcox.

Sil caught the eye and the imagination. Clapp is

the quiet, still-waters-run-deep type, commanding

admiration and respect by all who really get to

know him.

Public regulation of private timber cutting was

one of Clapp s primary objectives. He believed it

essential to the proper treatment of private forests,

and he worked for it doggedly. I was not deeply in

volved in this because it was out of my direct line





Hay 3, 1940..
i

for Mr. Olagg;

Io copy c revised outllna of i -ii/ast Regulation iiill

_____ has bean prepared by tho coisitfcea you ra oatly appointed
eabictcd by Kotcuc, Brucdaco, end Covilio.

V/hOji tho Eaitor ia dioovaoca with tho etf fjf , Forallng will have
two or thrco ouggoofcioria i-ogardina ataaa cf tho i GBio features of the
plan on which tho oazstittca io not

Thorc- are ulco BOE3 relativoly aluor quootloaa wiiicli nesd
further diucucaioa, cuch co (1) tvh.oth.e? aiTongcai.cato ohould bo
to o oageo? &quot;tho appointcsnta of tho national, Stoto, and dlatrlot board
nwaixboro co tliat thoro will uovor to a coaploto tusixovor; (2) Mother
tLOtioa OB cppoala oaould l&amp;gt;o roqulrcQ to La takoi Ly adoiaiotrativo
offioora within a u.^clficJ tlnjj eud (3) posoit ly ona ex two other*.

A rathor baolo poiai; ia whothor tlio aot tkoxild cuOUorlso
cnforoemoai by tho 1 cdorai Govornacnt in Ctatoo wliero i u la doin^
tho rosulaoias of iidos of practico adopted by majority rat* of laud
ownora wiiica go boyond tho udniava rociuir-csants spooified in tha bill.

quootioa ia v.uotho? this bill 0hoild provido for
roatriotiona or coaouroo on landa of paitioularly

critical v;uworahed voluo v;ith tho ,,ublio paying tho cosi.

It ciiauld bo cado cloor that this cot would not cover all

contingencica affecting tho continuous productivity of forost load.

For csaiaplo, it io cur thougjit it would uot roquiro an amor to plant
on area doraatatod by firo it in cutting ho had &amp;gt;aado tho required

proviciona ior n&tural roproduotion and had net the firo protection

requirauenta.

Preparation of en outlina of a r:ciol .jtato act hco boon

doforred until the outline of tho Federal act io put in final fossa.

c. u. oiiAi:oia

Attachsant. Aflsistant Chief, Forest Sorvioe

See last item of appendix for Granger s outline of federal regulation
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FOREST CONSERVATION BILLS TO PROMOTE SUSTAINED vn.rrp ON PRIVATELY
OWNED LANDS

Statement by Representative Walter M. Pierce of Oregon
on his Bills H. R. 3849 - 3850 - Forest Practices Acts.

On March 6 I introduced these two bills in Congress providing for nation
wide regulation of cutting, and certain other practices on privately owned forest
lands of the United States. Both of these bills have the same objective: to
prevent destructive liquidation of the Nation s forest resources and to insure the
permanent productivity of our forest land.

I consider these bills by far the most important measures in forest conser
vation that I have ever introduced during my five terms in Congress.

I have now pending two other important forest bills, one (H.R. 3408) provid
ing for government credit and the other (H.R. 615) for relief of distressed forest
areas. Together, they offer a strong conservation program.

It is essential to the permanent welfare of the United States that its forests
be maintained for continuous production. Three-fourths of all forest land in the
United States is in private ownership, including the best, most accessible, and
most productive areas. Although some progress toward perpetuation of forest growth
has been made by certain forest industry leaders, destructive liquidation and the
old practice of cut-out-and-get-out ,

without regard to future use of the land or

dependent families or communities, still goes on, unchecked, over most of the pri

vately owned forest lands of the Nation. Continuation of such forest depletion is

a public menace.

One of the two bills I am introducing (HiR. 3850) follows what I believe to

be the recommendations of the Secretary of Agriculture er\&amp;lt;\ the &quot;&quot;&quot;orest Service made
to the Joint Congressional Committee on Forestry. It provides for the establish

ment of systems of forest regulation by the several states, with the federal

government sharing the cost of enforcement and carrying out direct enforcement

measures only when the states fail to set up a satisfactory system of forest

perpetuation.

It is my opinion, however, that the prevention of destructive forest practices
is a direct federal responsibility. I have therefore introduced another bill

(H.R. 3849) which calls for direct administration of forest regulations by the

United States. I shall urge the Congress to enact this measure calling for direct

federal action, in preference to the state option plan.

The public welfare requires that we stop further destruction of forests, pre
vent their further deterioration, and keep them productive. Well-managed forests

help reduce damage by floods and erosion; they help maintain the navigability of

rivers and harbors; they insure a continuing supply of raw materials essential to

industry and employment and to national defense. The Federal Government has

already made large investments in the form of federal aid in protection from fire,
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research, tree planting, and other cooperative measures to promote better use of

privately owned forest lands. I believe such investments should be further in

creased, because it is to the public s interest that the forests bo protected and
maintained. The public, however, must be assured that such investments will not
be wasted by unrestricted misuse of the lands involved.

The measures I have introduced set up no restriction on free private enter

prise other than those minimum requirements necessary to protect public interests.

These requirements include precautions against fire, insects, and disease, and

prescribe certain cutting practices which will leave the land in reasonably pro
ductive condition. The philosophy behind these measures is the same as that which
has led to zoning laws, sanitary laws, or speed laws on the highways to set up

rules of practice that safeguard public interests and promote the general welfare.

Under tne terms of the bill providing for optional state action (H.R. 3850)

the several states would be given an opportunity to set up and apply forest regu

lation. The Federal government would contribute to the cost on a 50-50 basis.

To assure equitable, nation-wide regulation, the bill further provides:

1. That State legislation and standards of enforcement must be satisfactory

to the federal government.

2. That the federal government is authorized to administer enforcement if

roouested bv any state to do so, or if a state does not undertake it or does not
attain satisfactory standards.

3. That federal financial assistance in regulation shall be withdrawn if

state enforcement proves unsatisfactory, and that other federal forest cooperative
funds may be wituaela from any state which, after the formative period, does not

satisfactorily cooperate or administer forest regulation.

The other bill (H.R. 3849) provides that direct authority of and administrative

action by the federal government shall be exercised by and through the Secretary
of Agriculture.
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of responsibility, but Clapp asked me to draft an

outline of what a bill to enforce regulation should

contain. I did this, and the subsequent draft of a

bill followed my outline rather closely.

In the research organization Clapp will have

an enduring monument, together with the history of

his other major achievements.

Lyle Watts

I can t recall just how Watts caine to the atten

tion of FDR, but I think it was during the time he

was Regional Forester at Portland, and on one of the

President s trips. At any rate, Watts became Chief

during World War II, I believe in 1942. He had

served very capably as Regional Forester in both the

Lakes States Region and at Portland. He had also

been in research and as a professor of forestry.

There was nothing striking about Watts in his

personality nor his actions, but he was a very sound

leader, having the confidence of the organization

and dealing effectively with outside interests, except

the grazing interests. They regarded both Watts
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and me with hostility because we were in the fore

front of opposition to their moves to gain unwarranted

rights on the national forests.

I enjoyed working with Watts. We found that our

thoughts about many matters concerning the Service

often coincided.

Watts for years suffered a great deal of pain

Scorn spinal trouble, but it never made him irritable

in his dealings with his associates. He was an

excellent chief.

Richard McArdle

I had retired before McArdle succeeded Watts

so can judge him only by occasional observations

from the sidelines. However I was aware of the fact

that he piloted the Service through a very difficult

period in the first years of the Ezra Benson regime

as Secretary of Agriculture. Benson came on the job

expecting to find an overstaffed bureaucracy in

the Department and determined to clean house. The

members of his staff who dealt with the Service

most directly were hard to get along with. McArdle
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displayed great ability to &quot;roll with the punch&quot; with

out ever yielding any vital ground. He gradually won

the respect and support of the Department, but it

took a lot of doing. Things got immeasurably better

after a man by the name of Srvin L,~ .Peterson, from Oregon,

became the member of the Secretary s staff who dealt

with the Service. Peterson was an understanding

person and gave the Service fine support.

From all I learned about McArdle s performance

I rate him as one of the best Chiefs of the Forest

Service.

Edward P.. Cliff

In a way Cliff was my protege . I had much to

do with his appointment as Regional Forester at Denver

and as my successor in Washington. Had the choice

been mine I would also have selected him to be

Chief Forester. He was an able regional forester

and assistant chief, and as far as I can judge he

is doing a fine job as Chief.





SECRETARIES OF AGRICULTURE

Clinton Anderson

The only ones I really knew were Henry Wallace,

Claude Wickard, Charles Brannan and Clinton Anderson .

Of these, Anderson was far-and-away the tops. He

is a man of great force of character, keen insight

and high courage. We always knew he expected high-

quality performance and we also knew he would

support us when we were right. At one time he

offered to pay five thousand dollars to any desig

nated charity if one of his New Mexico friends,

a grazing permittee hostile to the Service, could

prove an allegation he made against the Service.

It was not proven!

Henry Wallace

Henry Wallace was a man hard to know. He left

most of the contacts with the Forest Service

to Paul Appleby,who was not very friendly. We

heard rumors at one time, when Clapp was Acting





Chief, that Appleby was to be made Chief. That filled

us with consternation. I called Wallace at home

and asked him to send for me the next day so I

wouldn t have to seek an audience through Appleby.

Wallace summoned me and I told him of the rumor

and that Appleby s appointment would be very up

setting to the Service. Wallace just smiled and

in effect told me that we need not be alarmed.

Claude Wickard

Claude Wickard was a fine person but not big

enough for the Secretary s job. We St along well

with him as Secretary, but not so well when he

became head of the Rural Electrification Adminis

tration because of the conflicts I have described

earlier.

Charles Brannan

Brannan was the easiest man to get access to

of the Secretaries I know, and the most informal
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to deal with. Several of us were on a first-name

basis with him. He battled vigorously with his

friend, Interior Secretary Oscar Chapman, over

Interior s continuing efforts to get us transferred

to Interior. Brannan was not the strong man that

Anderson was, but he was an excellent Secretary

from the standpoint of the Forest Service.
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OTHER MEN IN THE FOREST SERVICE

There are many about whom I could comment

too many for this document, so I shall discuss only

a few of regional interest from a standpoint of the

Regional Cultural History Project.

Cp.ert. puBpjLs

Coert DuBois, once Regional Forester in Calif

ornia, was a colorful person. He had a forceful

personality and very positive opinions. I recall

during World War I when he was one of the regional

commanders of the Tenth Engineers and I was in

charge of lumber shipments, he came to headquarters

and in effect said he would not follow a certain

instruction about some shipments. I reminded him

that any shipping orders he got were in effect orders

from the general in charge of our organization and

that it was up to him to do as he was told.

I have no personal knowledge of how he per

formed as Regional Forester, but from all accounts
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he was a dynamic leader.

DuBois developed a yen for wider fields during

his experience in France with the Tenth Engineers

and subsequently left the Service to go into the

Foreign Service, in which I judge he had a success

ful career.

Paul G._ Redington

I first knew Redington when he was Associate

Regional Forester in Denver under Smith Riley.

There he was a sort of fifth wheel, not taking

much of a part in running the Region. Deciding he

wanted more field experience, he asked for assign

ment as Supervisor of the Rio Grande National Forest.

Subsequently he served as Regional Forester in

Region Three (Arizona and New Mexico) and then as

Regional Forester in San Francisco,

Red was not a success in any of these assign

ments. He was a very likeable person, but mer

curial in temperament and lacking iron in his make

up. Finally he was transferred to Washington in

charge of public relations. He suffered a break

down which forced his retirement, unhappily ending

in a loss of his faculties.
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S. Bevie.r o

Show was a brilliant person, both in research

and as Regional Forester at San Francisco. With

Ed Kotok he did original research in the incidence

and behavior of forest fires. He v/as an excellent

antidote for the pedestrian leadership of Redington.

His adaptability was shown by his being able to

step right from research into the demanding admin

istrative responsibility of the Regional Forester s

job. He left behind enduring good works.

Perry A. Thompson

I first met Thompson in 1925 when he was Assis

tant Forest Supervisor on the Malheur National Forest

in Oregon. One of my first jobs as Regional Forester

was to look into the shortcomings of the supervisor

of the Malheur. Thompson gave me great help in

uncovering derelictions so serious that I called

for the supervisor s resignation.

Thompson v/as an advanced thinker and man of

action in his later assignments as forest supervisor
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and head of the Division of Fire Control in Washington,

He pushed for adoption of the policy of prescribed

(controlled) burning in the Southern Pine region.

He gave strong leadership to the field in fire

control activities. He applied these same talents

to the position of Regional Forester in California,

Unfortunately, after his retirement, Thompson

went to work for an association of timbermen and

soon began promoting some new, radical and unwork

able policies for handling national forest timber

appraisals and offerings. I never doubted Thomp

son s sincerity, but was saddened by his attitude

toward Service policies.
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INFLUENCE OP THE FOREST SERVICE OH

PRIVATE FORESTRY

The first tangible impact on private forestry

probably came when the Forestry Division (predecessor

of the Forest Service), under Pinchot s direction

in 1898 issued a formal offer to help farmers,

lumbermen and other private timberland owners apply

forestry to their holdings. This, and the response

of private owners, is well described in Pinchot s

book, Breaking New Ground,

As Greeley used to say, good private forestry

would come about when economic conditions had become

favorable. This proved to be a sound forecast.

However, I feel sure that given such conditions, the

growth of private forestry was stimulated by the

example of good forest practice on the national

forests and the influence of Forest Service research.

Researchers like Raphael Zon in the Lake States,

Russell Reynolds at Crossett Experimental Forest in

Arkansas, and John Putnam in the Mississippi Delta

Hardwoods were regarded by timberland owners and
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professional foresters alike as top authorities in

their fields, and their advice was both sought and

followed. In a real sense they were evangelists

in spreading the gospel of sound forestry. There

were many others who produced results from research

and spread the results afield and who strongly in

fluenced the development of private forestry.

Then there was Austin Gary, a product of the

Maine Woods who joined the Forest Service and took

his pipe and himself throughout the Southland

preaching the forestry gospel in language clear to

both the timberland owner and the lumberjack in

the woods. In colloguial language, &quot;he done a lot

of good.&quot;

One could recount numerous examples of Forest

Service research v/hich contributed markedly to both

private and national forest practice, such as the

most productive and least damaging method of tapping

pine trees in turpentining operations; the use of

fire in controlling brown-spot in long-leaf pine;

the tree-classification scheme for ponderosa pine

developed by Keen which evaluated trees according

to thrift and vigor as a guide in marking for cutting; and
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the many discoveries at the Forest Products Labora

tory at Madison, Wisconsin, which taught timber pro

ducers better ways of utilizing and marketing the

product.

I think it is safe to say that the &quot;threat&quot;

of public regulation of private timber cutting

stimulated more rapid adoption of forestry practices,

particularly by the larger owners.

It is fair to say, I believe, that Forest Service

example, research and &quot;preachments&quot; had a profound

influence in encouraging private forestry.
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APPENDIX

Letter from Raymond Marsh informing Amelia Fry of

Christopher Granger s death.

&quot;Developing Initiative 1* - Speech by Christopher Granger,
March 28, 1921.

Letter to editor of Washington Post on Colorado River Dams,
August 4, 1966.

Debate on National Forest Lands for recreation between
Christopher Granger and Bernard Orell, American Forests ,

January & February 1966, issues.

Outline submitted to Christopher Granger by Amelia Fry,
November 24, 1964.

Exchange of letters and outlines about the manuscript.

Christopher Granger and Amelia Fry, March 1964-May 1967.





Letter from Raymond Marsh informing Amelia Fry of Christopher
Granger s death.

RAYMOND E. MARSH
COSMOS CLUB

2121 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2DOQB November25j 196?

Mrs. Amelia Fry
ROHO Room 1 86, Bancroft Library
University of California

Berkeley, California 9U720

Dear Mrs, Fry:

Sadly, I must tell you that on Tuesday, November 21,
Chris Granger passed awayj unexpedly, suddenly, and peacefully*
He got up that morning seeming as usual, drove his car on an

errand, returned and lay down on a sofa, got up for a drink
of water, returned and shortly was gone. It was in the late
A. M, A nice way to go if it had to be. He had had a full,
rich life. A shock to me. He was my highly esteemed friend
of years.

I cannot report any progress for myself. I hardly ex

pected it so soon. I am still in a heavy regime of medicine.

Mrs. Goldfine phoned me on November 20. She had not been

able to arrange for a baby sitter for time in addition to

her current work. We agreed that some further delay would
be mutually acceptable. We intend to meet for further ex-

ulanation of my effort.

Wit my high regards and best wishes.

Sincerely,
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March SP, 1921.

MiELCTPI^G INITIATIVE

*!
.

(C. M. Granger)
-

* s*

In analyzing tk qualities of 9 man initiative is
v

;

-&quot;v

cften confused with energy. There is -in reality a radical.

difference.
Tr.-v. &quot;.

Initiative s independent, constructive action; or,

in common parlance, the qualify of starting something.
,

Energy power of action; capacity for performing

work.
.

1& la quite poaslble that a man may have capacity
/

t

.,
for etartiijg many new things, without the energy to carry

them through. Or, otversely,&quot; a man rosy be devoid of Initiative

and yet execute energetically task* laid out for MM.

fh*re - Seem to Ui& three principal ways of developing

initiative? (l) by oreatlttg an unavoidable necessity; (2) by
_

oompetltloBf (3) by example.
:

\ _, -

tJjl-6
flt method - by force of nef6esity .-, is clearly

- &quot;. .
.

,&quot; .

exemplified by Uie measures adopted by the English and the
- .

United States to combat th German submarine menace. Face to

face with certala defeat they worked out effective defensive

methods. Similarly, Germany s use of gas in warfare~ forced
&amp;gt;

&quot;&quot;

.
.

the development of protec-tlve masku. Traffic congestion in

Rew York gave birth 1& th-e subwa:y. It is simply the old axiom

that necessity is the mo tiler of invention. Necessity is

probably responsible for %fce largest share of initiative in this

world.
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.

Given the requisite inherent fund of initiative,

competition will cause It to uncover itself rapidly. Witness
*

the development of freak yaoht models designed to hold the

America s cap en this side of the Atlantic. Witness the

highly-developed selling methods of the Rexall drug stores,

which enable them to pay ,an annual rental of $110,000 for

store space in the McAlpin Hotel, Mew York, and still out-

profit their competitors.. Trede competition developed the

advertising slogans which put over so many of our standard

articles and commodities.

Stimulating initiative by example la the least

forceful and desirable of the three methods. It should be

used rarely., snd ordinarily only when without this aid the

individual might fail under necessity cr in competition. By

example 1 mean furniafcing a mark for one to shoot at; pointing

out the desljred end and ways of attaining it, to inculcate in

the individual a spirit of emulation. The danger of this is

that it often makes one a more imitator content to cease effort

when he has reached the level of his fellows, instead of trying

for things beyond. Thl* method is sometimes necessary with a

beginner when the methods he ought to follow have been thor-
,

*

oughly tried and proven by the experience of his predecessors.

In our organization - the Forest Service - initiative

has been developed chiefly through the first means - the creation-

of an unavoidable necessity. That was what the Forester faoed

when, in 1905, the Secretary of Agriculture turned over to him
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- **&quot;

the Rational Forests with *\ meagre force, aoanty funds,

an outline of far-reaching objectives, leaving it to the

Forester to develop ways end means. Out of that tremendous

responsibility has grown the organization. If the enterprise

was to &quot;&quot;succeed initiative simply had to operate at high speed.

It was a case of sink or swim by one s individual efforts.

The same problem to a lesser degree faced every Supervisor OB

an undeveloped Forest when told by his chief to make something

out of it. And probably no one faced any more squarely this

sheer necessity, than the early rangers who had districts

larger than some of our present Forests and who had to get

results largely through their own genius. Kreutzer had to

find a way, at the actual risk of his life, to put over the

Idea in the turbulent Sapinero country, and no one to help him

do it. Jim Lowell had to sell the idea of grazing permits in

the wildest part of the Colorado cow country, end he found a

way to do It. A few years later the Hayden men, overrun with

hundreds of thousands of sheep at the counting pens, had to find
.

\

a way of systematl zing for their own protection, and they worked

out the counting schedule. Marking timber ia four feet of snow

first produced the marking nail and later a reorganization of

methods to mark in the fall. 9 .

This method of putting a man on a big job aad telling

him to get results has been e^moet universal la the Service.

It could not be otherwise with limited personnel to do unlimited
\

*

-3-
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work, and little time for training. Most of our ranger&quot;

have been put IB charge of a district with a ware Oi. the hand

by the Supervisor to indicate the limits of their sovereignty,

and told to go -to it.

This method has its disadvantages, but they are out

weighed by the accomplishments. Perhaps we have come to the

place where this means should be supplemented by a littlo

stimulation through example. Tor example, instead of turning

a new ranger loose to experiment with his district, we may help

him and the work greatly, shorten the period of training

materially, and yet not stultify his will to find better ways

by furnishing him with a pln of work telling h&amp;lt;ra Just where

and what his job is, and the best ways his predecessors found

to do the work. I would have the Supervisor say to his incoming

ranger about this: &quot;Here is your district, here your anuipmentj

you have so much money for expenses end improvements; I have

told you briefly of the Service Ideals and the fundamental

objectives; hefe is a plan which tells you In detail what and

where your Job ia, and gives you the methods which experience

has shown successful. I shall expect you to do the work up

to the Service standard of cuality, using these methods or such
.

improvements on them as you care to &quot;employ, and I shall Judge

you by results. I want you to look upon your district ae a

tremendously valuable piece of property for which you have signed

up to me, with an engagement to turn it back in better shape
/

than you receive it.&quot;

.4-
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?-;* -i f

On a Job where on works largely on his ovn

responsibility the development of initiative cannot go hand

in hand with the fixation of precise working rules handed

down from above. The division superintendent of a rsi^roed

must not b told by his chief that h.e must inspect every

portion of the line quarterly, come what may. Hemust be

made responsible for the conditions on .his division and left

to get results by his owa ingenuity. A ranger ought not to
*

be told. that he must visit a lookout guard every week cr month.

He must know that he is tesponsible for the fttnctioning of that
VvJ&amp;gt;JJt&amp;gt;-.

guard, and how he redeem* that responsibility is left to him.

There are always exceptions, but working by rale usually
..

, -,
destroys - or at least does not briag out * initiative.

.

Ttie ase of example I have mentioned above. I woald

not oftyry this to the point of sending out a sample plan of

work and telling the fieifcd we want plans Just like that* I

would rather outline the objectives and scope of the plan and

leave it to the ingenuity of the individual to balld his own

strue tare around, the funefejnental framework.
m

Competition; s s a stimulant to initiative has been

:%
little -aaployed in tAe past in the Service, l&amp;gt;ut the use is

&quot;*&quot; -??& &amp;gt;

f. i*- St&amp;gt;.&quot;

-

ff
&quot;

grtowiag, and it has tremendous possibilities. A simple com-
,,&amp;lt;

: -

parison of the expense of running Forests has led Supervisors

to devise meats of cutting costs. A competitive spirit in

keeping down fires is already having effect, and is one of the

-

-5-
,

- .*?; *..-
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strongest aye of attacking the problem- We heard at ;t,he

last meeting of an organisation whose salesmen were stimulated

by a periodic publication of their comparative achievements,

with the result that no men stfcood at the bottom of the list

for two successive periods. Put e man on his mettle to figure

out something new to beat a fellow worker out with, and he will

usually do it. So I feel that competition, always kept on e.

friendly basis, is our best means of developing initiation- at

this stage of our progress.

:

.

.

,-

I

, :*
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Letter to editor, Washington Post, August 4, 1966,, on Colorado

River Dams.

ifour editorial &quot;Colorado

Raver Issue&quot; (July 14) fails to

consider various important as

pects of the matter which
seem to prove that neither
one or both dams would add
to the available water supply.
Hence the Grand Canyon
should be protected against
them.
The water in the Col

orado River is already over-

commited. Further storage
would not add to the supply.
Rather It would diminish it

through evaporation and seep
age into the banks of the res

ervoirs. It would also by evap
oration contribute, to the salin

ity of the water which
reaches Mexico, a very gore
point with Mexico. Other
dams on the lower Colorado

.
can each store about three

years average flow 1 of the

river.

The Reclamation Service

apparently envisions the sale

of power to be generated at

Marble Gorge and Bridge Can
yon as useful in helping fi

nance other water projects in

the lower basin including

importing water from outside

the Colorado River Basin.

However, Senator Anderson is

quoted as reporting that Glen

Canyon Dam &quot;is generating

power at six mills per kilowatt

hour. That is almost too high
to be competitive. At the new
Four Corners plant in this

State (New Mexico) with coal

to generate steam, power is

being generated at four mills

, per kilowatt hour.&quot;

The recreational values

claimed are not supported by
Secretary Udall s Bureau of

Outdoor Recreation which re

ports &quot;No additional recrea

tion benefits, can be claimed
for the proposed Bridge Can

yon Dam because of the unus
ual existing recreation values

of the proposed reservoir area

and the adverse effects the

dam and reservoir would have

on these values.&quot;

Thus it boils down to the

fact that the two proposed
dams would waste water,

&quot;woTrnrsazrio Its salinity, and&quot;

that power can be had by

cheaper means. So, what ar

gument is there, for impairing
the Grand Canyon, invading

the Park and the Monument,
and seriously diminishing the

flow of the river which creat

ed the canvon?
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A FRIENDLY DEBATE BETWEEf

HOW MUCH LAND FOR NATIONAL FOREST RECREATION?

THANKS
to candor and &quot;know-

how&quot; the relations between

Secretary of Agriculture Free

man and the forest products people
have generally been good. Solid ac

complishment in what might be

called the mechanics of national for

est management as regards timber

production has been one result of

this relationship.

Developments in 1965 revealed,

however, that this empathy has

tended to break down as regards na
tional forest acquisition for recrea

tional purposes. In an address be

fore the National Lumber Manufac
turers Association on May 3, Mr.

Freeman laid his opinions on the

line to the lumbermen when he

stated, &quot;The American people ex

pect me, and you, to do an increas

ingly better job of meshing natural

beauty and resource use.&quot;

In spelling out his views, the

Secretary said, &quot;I have been sur

prised and disappointed by what I

consider short-sighted positions and
actions that serve neither the indus

try nor the national interest on the

part of many lumbermen where

public land acquisition for recrea

tion is concerned.&quot; In reminding
lumbermen that cooperation is a

&quot;two-way street,&quot; the Secretary said,

&quot;. . . Nor is it cooperation when the

industry takes a
position

of rigid

and undiscriminating opposition to

the Forest Service land acquisition

part of the Land and Water Conser

vation Fund activities. Or when the

states to block Federal-State land

exchanges.&quot;

As is always the case, the areas of

agreement between the Secretary
and the industry received scant at

tention from the conservation pub
lic but the prospect of a fight on na
tional forest acquisition for recrea

tion did. With some conservation

ists stating that forest industry is op
posed to all national forest acqui
sition and all land exchanges, the

situation as of today is murky and

begging for clarification.

One well-known forester who de
cided to seek light on the subject
was Christopher M. Granger, former
Assistant Chief Forester in charge of

national forest management and the

man who is generally regarded as

having been the first national forest

boss to put those forests &quot;in the

black.&quot; As he has done on previous
occasions, Mr. Granger went di

rectly to the industry in the form
of a letter written on July 2 to Ber
nard Orell, Vice President, Weyer
haeuser Company, and the spokes
man for the industry at the Fifth

American Forest Congress in 1963.

Result has been a friendly debate be

tween the two men, both profes
sional foresters, which is presented
here in the interests of helping to

clarify a confused situation. Their

correspondence follows [Editor] :

Mr. Granger s Inquiry

Dear Bernie:

For the second time I &quot;take pen
tn *Yr*ss to vnn tnv

amazement that you are taking the

lead in the campaign by the timber

industry to block all land acquisi
tion by the Forest Service and to

pressure the States to repeal their

consent to acquisition under the

Weeks Law. I was very glad to note
that the Secretary of Agriculture, in

one of the recent industry meetings,

frankly deplored the lack of cooper
ation by the industry in its

&quot;rigid

and undiscriminating opposition&quot;

to acquisition by the Forest Service

with Land and Water Conservation

Fund appropriations.

Viewing the industry attitude,

one would think that the Forest

Service is making forest land-own
ers sell to the Government. You
know very well that there is always
a willing seller and nobody is going
to sell if he intends to keep and

manage his land. And in the case

of exchange, with the States or pri
vate owners, there is always benefit

to both the parties.

So, what your industry is doing is

in effect saying to public and .pri
vate owners alike that they must
hold onto their lands whether or

not they would like to sell or* ex

change them. This is an absurd po
sition, but it is, I am sorry to say, of

a pattern too long exemplified by
the timber industry. When is the

industry going to advance some
constructive suggestions relating to

the national forests apart from their

own self-interests? You, personally
took a constructive position when
flu- mulfinlp lisp art was hpfrre
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Congress. Why don t you lead your
industry out of the wilderness?

Christopher M. Granger

Mr. Orell s Reply
Dear Chris:

Your letter of July 2, 1965, re

garding the so-called industry oppo
sition to Forest Service land acqui
sition and exchange has been on my
desk for some time now. The delay
has been due to my wanting to be
able to detail the background of the
Minnesota situation with which I
was not familiar and which has the

genesis of the Secretary s remarks

regarding industry attitude.

While your frankness is certainly
appreciated, I must confess consid
erable surprise at your assumption
that the industry is opposed to For
est Service land acquisition as such
and even more particularly that it

opposes land exchange.
There is also surprise on my part

at your suggestion that the industry
has not advanced any constructive

suggestions relating to the national
forests apart from their own inter
ests. If you will again read com
pletely the Secretary s comments be
fore the NLMA meeting in Wash
ington in May, you will find he has
detailed constructive steps being
taken by the industry jointly with
the Forest Service. One cannot help
but obtain from the total talk an
overall appreciation of improved re

lationships with the industry due to
its constructive approach in recent

years. Ed Cliff would verify this.

As to the specific charge that the

industry is opposed to government
land acquisition and exchange, the

Secretary had been misled and this

also appears to be the case in your
own instance.

On the matter of land acquisi
tion, it is the attitude of the major
portion of private forest industry
management and foresters that the

present federal acreage Forest
Service and other which comprises
more than one-third of the total

land area of the country, should not
and must not be expanded. Indus

try feels very strongly that a total

expansion of major proportions in
the acreage held by government
would not be in the national inter

est. This is not, however, a stand

against acquisition for specific pur
poses. Any acquisition must be con
sidered in the light of the total land

pattern in the immediate areas and
in the country as a whole. To put it

succinctly, the forest industries in
tend to work towards the limiting
of acquisition by all agencies of the

federal government to those in
stances of specific and demonstrable
national interest. Where public ac

quisition is necessary for local pur
poses it should be by the states.

As a corollary to this approach, it

is also the intention of industry to

encourage industry, state and fed
eral agencies to consolidate present
ownerships through the promotion
of intelligent and expeditious ex

change policies. This, too, is in the

Bernard L. Orel!

Weyerhaeuser Company

public interest and in this instance

the public agencies must take the
lead.

As a further corollary, recogniz

ing that exchange will not handle
all of the problems of private in-

holdings in the national forests, the

forest industry would go along with

acquisition of some of these inhold-

ings, provided there was also statu

tory authority and action in disposal
of isolated outholdings held by the
Forest Service and other federal

agencies. The industry will be work

ing toward this legislative goal, but

again its accomplishment would be
enhanced a great deal by Forest
Service recognition of the need
for such a program. This is also in
the public interest.

With regard to the Weeks Act, as

you know, the original purpose
when it was passed was to provide
for the protection of watersheds ant.

production of timber. Required
was state enabling legislation be
fore becoming effective in the var
ious states. In one form or another
most of the states exceptions in
clude my own State of Washington-
have passed Weeks Act enabling leg
islation. At the present time, there

fore, in all but a few of the contig
uous forested states the Weeks Act

provides a blanket authority for ac

quisition by the Forest Service, pro
vided funds are available. The
Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act is expected to provide ex
tensive funds.

(Turn to page 60)
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The industry feels that the same
public scrutiny to acquisition for
recreation under this Act should be
attendant in the case of the national
forests as is the case with the Na-
National Park System. This is the

only issue involved And it seems to
me to make considerable sense that
Forest Service leadership should be
required to demonstrate to the

Congress national interest in the

major acquisitions they are recom
mending such as the two million
acre addition to the Ozark National
Forest in Arkansas.

As you perhaps know, the indus

try sought an amendment to the
Land and Water Conservation
Fund Act to permit the utilization

of the federal portion of the Fund
for development purposes and to re

quire positive Congressional ap
proval for recreation acquisition

utilizing moneys from the Fund.
This amendment would not have

abrogated the basic purpose of the
Weeks Act, which still could be uti

lized for acquisition for any pur
pose with appropriated funds. Since
this amendment lost by the slim

margin of a tie vote in the House,
the industry is now following its

only other recourse, which is to ob
tain review of the state enabling
acts in light of current conditions
50 years after the Weeks Act was

passed. Surely you would not deny
the industry recourse to this ex

pression in our democratic system.

Surely also you would not question
my own motivation or that of in

dustry executives and professional
foresters in feeling that the effort
that is being made is &quot;not in their

own selfish interest&quot; but in the long-
term national interest in which total

land ownership patterns will play
so important a role.

With regard to the industry ap
proach to land exchange, where the

impression has been sained that

there is general opposition to such

processes is a mystery to me. Noth

ing could be further from fact. One
of the avenues private forest owner

ship companies in the West are at

tempting to follow to eliminate the

horrendous problem of intermin

gled ownership is that of exchange.
A fairly recent example is the ex

change between our company and
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest

in the vicinity of Mt. St. Helens and.

as I am sure you know, there are a
number of proposed exchanges in

process at the present time between

every major land owning company
and the national forest system.
The Western Forest Industries

Association does have a specific pol
icy opposing land exchanges for rea
sons that are not at all clear to me.

They have recently opposed an ex

change between the Northern Pa
cific Railway and the Forest Service
on the grounds that the exchange
would decrease materially the an
nual allowable cut of timber, this

despite the fact that considerably
less than 2,000 acres of land are in

volved, some of which has a high rec
reational value involving shoreline

acreages of beautiful Spirit Lake at
the base of Mt. St. Helens.
A possible source of the Secre

tary s misinformation on the indus

try attitude toward exchanges may
have been the legislation recently
enacted by the Minnesota State Leg
islature. It is my understanding
that, in response to the Secretary s

action increasing the size of the
&quot;no-cut&quot; zone within the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area, the state legisla
ture enacted legislation calling for a

two-year moratorium on exchange
of federal and state lands within the

Superior National Forest. I believe
that this legislation was passed to
assure adequate review, of the im

pact that the Secretary s action
would have on the area s resources
and economy. This appears to be
the action of a state legislature to

maintain a grip on the state s

economy.
Perhaps the best way I can sum

this up is to quote to you a section

of my presentation to the American
Forest Congress, October 30, 1963:

&quot;The forest industries oppose vig
orously any general acquisition

program on the part of federal

agencies regardless of sources

of funds except by Act of Con
gress through legislation relat

ing to specific areas. These must
be clearly in the national inter

est. It is not believed to be in

the national interest to . mate

rially increase the total, land

holdings of governmental agen
cies. Exchange is the most re

alistic and economically feasi
ble means by which this vexing
problem can be solved.

Exchanges or sales should
have appropriate safeguards
with due consideration for all

values. In areas where an es

tablished industry is dependent
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on federal lands or where an es

sential federal park or program
is involved so that a land ex

change would cause disruption
of an activity, loss of invest

ments, or hardship to depend
ent communities, then a very
careful approach would be re

quired.

Anything that can be done to

speed up exchange of land
would help to eliminate the

many controversies caused by
the ownership pattern now in

existence throughout the coun

try. Efficiency of management
would be improved immeasur

ably with a consequent favor
able effect on timber

supply.&quot;

It is obvious, therefore, that the

industry in general is not opposed
to acquisition as such and that it

does vigorously endorse a policy of
land exchange in the interests of
consolidation of ownerships.

It is my hope this will clarify the

general position of the forest prod
ucts industry in matters relating to

land ownership patterns. If it is

your desire to have more detail as

to the positions, including direct

policy statements of the major as

sociations representing the forest in

dustry, I would be glad to forward
them to you.

Again thanks for writing in your
usual frank manner and giving me
this opportunity to clarify the situa

tion.

Bernard Orell

Mr. Granger s Rebuttal

Dear Bernie:

I do appreciate your full reply of

October 5 to my letter of July 2,

1965. However, it does not seem to

me to clear up the industry s posi
tion on acquisition by the Forest

Service.

First I can t see that the Secretary
of Agriculture or I have &quot;been mis

led&quot; as to the position of the indus

try when we consider the statement

of Donald Baldwin during the hear

ings on the Land and Water Conser
vation Fund bill. Stating that he

spoke for Ralph Hodges. Baldwin
stated unequivocally.

&quot;National forest acreage need
not and should not be in

creased. Instead attention

should be given to developing
the full potential of present na
tional forest acreage this in

cludes timber and grazing as

well as recreational and wildlife

uses.&quot;

While Baldwin did allude to the

authority for land exchange and ap
peared to endorse it as an accept

able substitute for purchase, he and
you surely know *that exchange
could not take care of all desirable

acquisitions, snch as the Sylvania
tract in Michigan, for example the

acquisition of which was strongly

opposed by various Michigan tim
ber groups.
Then let us consider Gillett s

&quot;scary&quot;
talk to the Fontana Village

Conservation Round-up in June
1965, as reported by the Southern
Lumberman of July 15, 1965. Gil-

- lett is quoted as saying that &quot;contin

ued removal from commercial use
of productive forest lands by the
federal government for outdoor rec
reation could spell misery for the
nation.&quot; Pretty strong language!
The Secretary, in his letter to

Mortimer Doyle of July 7, 1965,
states his understanding the mem
bers of the forest products industry
(not the national association)

strongly supported the state legis
lative two-year ban on exchange in
Minnesota and the effort to get Ar
kansas to repeal or modify the
state s consent to acquisition under
the Weeks Law. Your letter could
be interpreted to approve these
local industry actions, particularly
with reference to state consent to

Weeks Law acquisitions.
You appear to want specific con

gressional sanction for each specific

acquisition. This would be an al

most impossible procedure and I

doubt if Congress would favor it.

Congress now has a pretty direct

control on purchases through the ac
tions of the National Forest Preser
vation Commission, composed of
members of both houses.

As to the question of the indus

try s self-interest, and your reference
to the Secretary s complimentary
remarks on industry cooperation,
surely you recognize the &quot;four

points&quot;
allowable cut, timber ap

praisals, appeals procedure and
sales contract revision, as being di

rectly related to industry s self-in

terest in more advantageous na
tional forest timber sale policies and

procedures.

-/Finally, let me reiterate the state

ment in my letter of July 2 that in

dustry opposition to acquisition is

in effect telling timberland owners
that they should not sell their lands
to the government no matter how
willing they are to do so.

I hope that when the industry
meets again with the Secretary, as

planned, they will come forward
with a really constructive attitude
toward federal acquisition.

Christopher M. Granger
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A FRIENDLY DEBATE CONCLUDED

U\ST

month, this magazine car

ried an exchange of corre

spondence between Christopher

Granger, former Assistant Chief

Forester, U.S.F.S., and Bernard

Orell, Vice President, Weyerhaeuser
Company, on the subject of acquisi
tion of land by the Forest Service

under the terms of the recently-

passed Land and Water Conserva

tion Fund Act.

Citing Secretary of Agriculture
Freeman s remarks before NLMA
members last May, Mr. Granger
asked Mr. Orell to comment on

charges that the timber industry was

blocking all land acquisition by the

Forest Service and was pressuring
the States to repeal their consent to

such acquisition under the Weeks
Law.

Mr. Orell responded that the in

dustry feels there should be no ex

pansion of federal land holdings,
which already comprise more than

one-third of the total land area of

the country, unless it is clearly shown
to be in the national interest and, as

such, receives prior Congressional

approval. The NLMA feels the best

way for the government to acquire
needed lands, or to consolidate inter

mingled holdings, is through ex

change. On the subject of the Weeks
Law, Mr. Orell said he did not think

the industry was
&quot;pressuring&quot; any

body, but he did think it was only
reasonable for the States to recon

sider whether legislation passed in

1911 for the purpose of watershed

protection and timber production
should now be used for a different

purpose that of acquiring recrea

tional lands, particularly in areas

where this might have an adverse

effect on the local economy.
Mr. Granger s final letter pointed

out that exchanges could not take

care of all desirable acquisitions, but

even if they could, he cited instances

where the lumber industry appeared
to be opposing such exchanges. Mr.

Granger reiterated a statement made
in his first letter that the industry
was not taking a constructive atti

tude in general, but was merely act-

12

ing in its own self-interest. To which
Mr. Orell now makes his concluding
comment. [Editor]

Dear Chris:

Thank you for your letter of No
vember 14, 1965, in reply to mine of
October 5 regarding the forest in

dustries position on acquisition of
land by federal agencies.

Perhaps it would be well worth

while, however, to pursue somewhat

further the question of whether or

not the industry approaches the For
est Service with constructive sugges
tions relating to the national forests
that are not tied directly with their

own self-interests.

As you can certainly appreciate,
the question of industry s self-inter

est versus the national or public
interest, often is a very fine line

indeed. You would agree that it is

in the national interest and, there

fore, in the public interest, that the

segments of the forest industry de

pendent on the national forests for
their raw material supply be in a

healthy, viable, profitable position.
This carries with it management re

sponsibility for a tight, efficient,

well-run operation, but it also places

upon the public agency the responsi

bility of absolute efficiency in mak

ing available a raw material supply
in reasonable quantity at prices on
which an efficient operation can

realize a reasonable return. In short,

the segment of the forest industry
about which we are talking is a tim

ber buyer and the Forest Service is

the timber seller. In the buyer-
seller relationship there is bound to

be controversy, which can be good
or bad depending on the circum

stances. It does not seem to me to

be fair to accuse the industry of

&quot;self
-interest&quot; when involved in ne

gotiation over buyer-seller relation

ship details.

When these discussions are car

ried out freely with consideration

for the other s point of view the re

sults are bound to be constructive

and to the advantage of both par
ties. The facts on which decisions

are made are sounder and the un

derstanding of problems clearer.

It is this to which the Secretary
was referring in his presentation to

the National Forest Products Asso

ciation a year ago this spring and to

my mind makes the industry con
structive in its approach.

This matter of profitability is

something that few people who have
devoted their lives to dedicated gov
ernmental service fully appreciate.
All too many of these think of the

terms
&quot;profit&quot;

and &quot;self-interest&quot;
as

being synonymous. When anyone
categorizes the industrial complex
of America, of which the forest in

dustries are a part, as being oper
ated totally from the standpoint of

&quot;self-interest&quot;
a terrible error of

judgment is being made. It is from
the profits which are made by com

panies, large and small, that many
constructive public benefits develop.

Relating these strictly to those of

relationships between the Forest

Service and the forest industries,

perhaps one of the best examples is

that of forest fire control. In the

early 1900 s when the U. S. Forest

Service had little money and fewer
men to patrol the vast federal acre

ages in the West, it was the private

industry and private associations

which brought home to the public
the importance of protecting the

forest resources from fire. Protect

ing their own lands may have been

self-interest, but in doing so they

certainly helped protect the public
lands as well. Even in these modern

times, in any potential conflagration

situation, it is the forest industries

who provide the back-up of neces

sary manpower and equipment at

considerable financial sacrifice to

handle these situations for the fed
eral and state protective agencies.

Through the yfars cooperative

programs such as Keep Green have

certainly benefited the people of
the entire country as well as the in

dustry and forest land owners who

foot the major part of the bill.

(Turn to page 58)
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(From page 12)

Cooperative efforts in forest re

search by industry and the Forest
Service are numerous. An outstand

ing example of this is the Eddy Tree

Breeding Station which resulted

from a grant by a private industry
land owner.

These examples could be expand
ed to a great many more, all of
which would be familiar to you on

specific mention. In the interest of
as brief a letter as possible, how
ever, let me go outside specific re

source relationships and talk about
some of the benefits that accrue

from industry. Obviously, these can

develop only if profits are being
made.

In the communities where the for
est industry is represented, the ex

amples of contributions to charita

ble, educational and community
projects are legion. No one has

been able to tabulate the thousands

of hours of donated executive time

on community projects, united fund
drives, hospital and church fund-

ings, youth activities, and a host of
other community endeavors so typi
cal of both small town and urban
American life. It is interesting to

note that a publication from the

V. S. Treasury Department shows
that the ratio of charitable contri

butions to income before federal in

come taxes for all manufacturing
industries in 1961-62 averaged 1.2

per cent. The lumber and wood

products industries contributed 135

per cent and paper and allied prod
ucts contributed an additional 1.1

per cent. By no stretch of the imag
ination can these contributed bil

lions of dollars and millions of
hours of time be constituted as

&quot;self-

interest&quot; or as efforts which are

made entirely in the interest of good
public relations.

This leads me to a further conclu

sion with regard to public agency
and particularly Forest Service re

sponsibility. This, incidentally, is

also corroborated by my own pub
lic forestry experience. As a timber

seller the Forest Service and other

ptiblic agencies have a proprietary

responsibility to the people of the

United States to sell the product at

the highest market possible. They
also have a responsibility, however,

to local communities, regional areas,

and to the general economy which

is influenced by the presence of the
national forests and the sale of tim
ber. This public responsibility is in

conflict to a degree with the pro
prietary responsibility and we in the

forest industries recognize this as a

problem. It is one, however, of
which Forest Service personnel and
other public agency people must be
conscious because one responsibility
cannot be pursued to the exclusion

of the other.

Industry opposition to acquisition
on the basis outlined in my previous
letter is not in effect telling timber
land owners they should not sell

lands to the government no matter
how willing they are to do so. We
in industry do not believe that a
marked increase in total federal

oumership is in the public interest

of this country. We are saying to

forest land owners generally that

this is a judgment they should make
before they sell their timberland to

a federal agency. We do not object
to federal acquisition which is dem-

onstrably in the public interest, but
we do not believe this should be on
the basis of blanket authority as

provided in the Weeks Act. If the

Forest Service needs small parcels
of land for administrative purposes
these can be obtained through the

authority in the Administrative Act

of 1957. The pattern of conduct we
are attempting to apply to the For
est Service is exactly the process
which applies at the present time to

the National Park Service and the

Wildlife Service. It is my belief this

approach is constructive and when
the industry meets with the Secre

tary again it is my belief it will be
the approach which will be taken

by a substantial majority of the in

dustry.

Again, let me express my appre
ciation for your frankness in your
approach. It certainly is my hope
that this further answer to the

questions you have raised will pro
vide you an impression of an indus
trial complex which in a healthy,

strong position is essential to the

proper management of national for
est land, one which is bound to be

continual controversy with thein

seller of its raw material supply but

which has proven itself to be con
structive in its approach to this con

troversy.

Bernie
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vi. need for f IPT! VI 11 f ty to ad.h:st her^p ! n l*ne
with chancr n? -narket values of timber.

(b)encoura?lnn ^^llln-r -in local area to provide
sorjnder f nancTel base fir co n^unt ty, vs. the ease
with v^lch contracts covld be administered and policed
when t^e rill vas one that vas lnrp;e t central ]y
administered, and (usually?) raore nrone to nlanned

,

(c) maxlTn. ra allowable c^ts dlffjmlt to reach *n ~eces-
sive market years, vhlle in rood ^ears there was pres
sure to overcnt; lens de?lr.ble species T.ade a pnrt
of req- ired purchase contract, or girdled on the
ground to orevent ene.o trortc^ent of r ^rtrer crrovth?

2. Paa?;? maneemnt:
() fluctuation of

:?ra?.!nr&amp;lt;: as a h *trb-nrlor . ty land use

(b) Criteria ^or onttTntm stze of herds, deters Innti in

of cormensn.rabrilty of the rrncher, p.nd size of
p.razin^ areas.

3. I ressure on r-on.;ress and r(1ore?t ervice fror livestock
Industry and forest industry.

14. Fire protection
5. Differences of views in the cervice re: policies of:

(sO Acquisition of cut-over Isnds vr. v r~in forest?
(b) Timber sales and s llvicnlti^al practices
(c) risbusement of funds: discretion In spending tl*ju#*

+-. ,1 * A Ti ? rr t 1 r\r*,t, nn/4 P fr 1 nrtf +. rt a
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evr,plete control of all ey.endlttar** In t*~e f! ranee
office to as*ure ^-nolete .ite.rrtty In transacting
the nubile h-us r.ess.

r angers and ;&amp;gt;ervlsors: .Tovtb or -eoltne of J
i

:t&quot;&amp;gt;n&amp;gt;-
T
r/

thro &amp;gt;: t he
y&amp;gt;&amp;lt;

* end i,
: s ?

*a) ;
&quot;

ox* our rc^ .oi-al interest, comments on * 5t &amp;gt;n &amp;gt;,v,

Influence of &quot;e-
1 nal s or^j ter ~hov and Director *

(b) -.yeluat !&quot;&amp;gt;n olso of Col. ec:-, r ll;;, .:tlc&quot;&quot; t

and ot

7

S, D*v?lo.rnnt of - lldllfe nana c

9

C, Con.-ressiwn you new best.
1, Wo .-Id th*&amp;gt;e be c iary, AV. In, -hltten, Tarber, and other???

2. The Dowlas hill: Who be^an t v:e f !rt c-n;-1erat: &amp;gt;n of
It In the f

?or*8t : ervlc?
{&amp;gt;

a -^rhpnbusch? T-evey ,ndcr-
aon?) Vhat vere plan? i*-&amp;gt;r the tvoe ,^&amp;gt;f 9&amp;lt;*;n

( nlt;rt tin ^ ir
the redw;-&amp;gt;a^ forests-- -ore irotrct ? on than n!ial, ftc.?

elat&quot;on V th
1. Transfer efforts
?. r nrs C aayon

1 , )l?)plc lend c ntrovcrelea
5 &quot;/raz! nfy lands: Ac &quot;aylor &quot;rnz

T
.n.i; Art was e^errln-,

interior eotf i^rte- ltnre c ?-ild have had the res- Tnr&amp;gt;! bill ty
^.&amp;gt;r Itg ad:i r ^atrat ;

.?n (- ^r-ha^s? &quot;herT.an 1
?1 r^lc *n the

f ns.1 settl ino; of Its jurisdiction v.^ul.-
4 be r-^rtlnent. )

-fforrte at -5utt. f

n;3 thr^ -.-^h l.r?! nlat* ,&amp;gt;n b^fi^d on thA r-.

and evaluat onR r&amp;gt;n other leaders f r&amp;gt; consfrvst ?on

1. C lefs:
A. :-raves--rocapture o** congress -&amp;gt;r-al s^r.oort.-

~\ lreeley*-development of roorwrat &quot;on v th statin end
.., ^? lumber ! :ridvistry?

Qcox : vi Deal and conf or-.-,la^ t&amp;gt;.e n-olf.cy and operation
of the &quot;ervice *tth the viev?s of Cu^well, v

and perv ar?a :

r .r.; ooeevelt? A3 90 Tr:

transfer attempts; hov; cArdle was r 1 i?!en as
the new rhlef?
-Ma or chrnetr - at cs of \R ad n!-&amp;gt;

y 1 3vr d. ffered fro i others?

--Internal ?nr&amp;gt;l forestry:
r

1^0. irlf C-n re*s r. *&amp;gt;!;

fin :-&amp;gt;raiSil of influence of &quot;&quot; nr.irh research in n*.t r o.ial s;

other nfluffnces -np-ortcd fro-n ^Inland or exported to that

country,





Exchange of letters and outlines about the manuscript. Christopher
Granger and Amelia Fry, March 1964 - May 1965.

CHRISTOPHER M. G R A N G E R
6677 MACARTHUR BOULEVARD

WASHINGTON 1. D. C.

March 22, 1964

Mrs. Amelia R. Fry
The General Library
Berkeley 4,
California.

Dear Mrs. Fry :

Thank you for your letter of March 5 and the accom
panying outline.

My ideas on this project have been slowly crystall
izing. I have decided that I do not want to attempt the tape-
recorder plan but I shall be glad to prepare a concise manuscript,
It would follow the general plan covered by your outline, with
some additions, such as my experience in the CCC program, the
Forest Survey and the war-time Alaska spruce production project.
I should probably want to include some other individuals in my
comments .

I would have to stipulate that the manuscript would
not be subject to much editing. I would want it to be my own
style, my own expressions; otherwise it would hot be my product.
In other words, it would be my Ownri story, much the same as an
oral account, the value of which you spoke of in the first full
paragraph on page two of your letter of January 28.

I, should also wish to be free to furnish copies to
other &quot;archivists&quot; if desired.

Now, this plan may not be agreeable to you, and, if
so, you are perfectly free to reject it; but I still would not
want to undertake the tape-recorder method. So, let me know.

Copy of this letter is going to Edkotok.

Very sincerely yours,

&quot;OvrsvJ^HV-Q
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605 Ketamore Road

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

August lU, 1961i

f. r. Christopher M. Granger
667? MacArthur Boulevard

Washington 16, D.C.

Dear Mr. Granger:

This letter is long: delayed because there is a 12-year-old
would-be forester in our family who pot himself bitten by a very
energetic copperhead snake just after I returned from Washington.
This has provided erapiaQrment for scores of interns, nurses, and
and a very knowledgeable plastic surgeon, and managed to divert

my interest from forest policy to hospital procedure.

I will have to compile all these notes and send them to

you from Berkeley. Now that we can leave Chapel Hill, I expect to

be at work in Berkeley by September 15. By that time it is

my understanding that Jtrs. Mezirow will have returned from a

jaunt to Japan and will be available as your &quot;leg man&quot; when

you need her. I believe I gave you her address over the tele

phone last July, but in case I did not, it is:

Krs. Jack Mezirow

3326 Prospect, N.W.

Washington 7, D.C.

338-OU09

As I look over the notes from our session in the Cosmos Club

th&quot;t day, it seems that it might be worthwhile to send you it least

a compilation of items that go under the first two sections, and

do it tonight so that you can at least have that while we are trying
to cross the continent. The remainder I can send you -jfter I

reach Berkeley.

I am also writing Mr. Marsh tonight} I hope his wife is

much improved by now.

Thank you again for your support and clear-headed ideas

about this project. You were a grent help in Washington when I was

there, and the anticipation of your &quot;concise manuscript&quot; is certain

a happy one.

Sincerely yours,

Amelia R. Fry
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F::TOPIif3? V. &quot;RANKER

Outline Aupust lU, 196k

I, Tr?ininj? for forestry -&amp;gt;t ichipsn rt^te

Professor H

IT. Field

A. to 1906, six months in California in the old ierra . outh Forest
under r reeley. .-.valuation of reeley as * supervisor.

B. In Jenver, kepion 2, 1909 to 1921* , except for iyil-l-&amp;gt;13 in ..odicire

Dow, .Vycming.
1. sidelights on relations between prazin? -aen and ranpersj
2, sa-ne with timber interests

3 edicine Bow: how money from lumber coropdnica wno etole
timber was used to develop communications i or protection

C. In .*crld iVar I, Tenth ^npineers: contact with o.. . lumber n-ills

in France. Vork under &quot;reeley again, rorest manapcnient tech

niques learned from the rrench. ua:=ual officers. seadq iirters

at Toure ( V)

D. Tn ortland, Raplon 6, 19?5-1930
1. .Vork with private liimbenn
2. Jiamond Uike

3. Brush disposal

E. Cuayule : roject
1. .&amp;gt;rpnized farmers
2. John i hil ips difficulties in land acq dsition

F. ;)evelcpraent of recreation is a national interact :=f tne Forest ervice,

1. Yilderness bill; mining continuation won; ski resort

question; Gonrressman Johnson

2. The .how-&amp;lt;einecke~ ieker report under Tdlcox
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REGIONAL CtJLTRAL HISTORY PROJECT

Room k36
SToveraber 2l|, 19&J.

Mr. Christopher M. 0-ranger
6677 MacArthur Boulevard
Washington 16, D.C.

Tear Mr. Orarffer:

When Horace Albright wrote that after the Peso-.irees for
the Fat ure board meeting he would have a few days &quot;with nothing
to .do,&quot;

I Immediately sent him your name and. those of a few
others in Washington who are In the process of nreparing
manuocr lots for thts project. He apparently did call you to
see how you were doing and to let you know that I am a till
pursuing this interview Series at this end.

At about the same tiirae, the wheels here completed their
grind and Mrs. Mezirow, who is to be a sort of Washington
helper for us, became officially hired by the University.
AnytlTW you have a question or need, some footwork (or is that
word *legworlc

n
?) done for you, call her at 333-0?409. She

can assist you in running; down dates, names, and events if

you need that sort of archival work done? she can also helo
in vthe more tedions details of mailing your sections of manuscript
to ^hla office*

attached outline is a continuation of the one I sent
to yoi; from Chapel Hill cm August 1M, 196ii. It is primarily
the notes you and I made at Cosmos Club in July, but you will
find w&amp;gt;me items I added just on the chance that you would v;ant

to Include them, too. (For Instance the items on wildlife and
recreation under IIIb.) These are bated on contributions from
other interviews that have been recorded since I saw yori.

$}-

Tow n/t&amp;gt; doubt have tfee organization of your paper well In

mind, and will feel free to revise, delete, and add to any part
tht

I tmd*rstad that lip * Marsh s wife still r equirea a great
deal of tli^ and that he,,cannot get around to working on his

tmtil after Christmas. Mr. Kneipp is receiving an
frsm which he wiil tape record other interviews with

Mrs. Wezirow.
..

I hope you are .able to start soon; we are under some pres
sure of time, since April 30, 196^ taarks the end of the research
period under the curwsnt; conditions of the grant from HFP.
Because of the delay at -this end, we hope that w can b granted
an extension of time, but that is highly conjectural, so we
are coMMpllins the znanttscrlpt s as fast as possible,*
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-2-

What little I Irnow of your career shows thnt deadlines and
their imminence are not unfamiliar facts of life to

y.&quot;&amp;gt;u,

This particular deadline will be, I booe, flexible, but you
should -;rov Khat the s

you a^aln for enterinrr into the p^^ject, and 1st Tie

knov; if t.^ere are cry qnes.tionn In yo tr rnind about the

ontline.

- ncere ly y o\a? s ,

t

Amelia fi. Fry

I
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANGER
6677 MAC ARTHUR BOULEVARD

WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

December 8, 1964.

Mrs. Amelia R. Fry
The General Library
University of California

Berkeley 4, California.

Dear Mrs. Fry:

Thank you for your letter of November 24 and accompanying outline.

I am pretty well along in preparing the outline of my contribution.
I think I can meet the April deadline.

I hove several comments on the outline:
1-Re A 5, neither Clapp nor Marsh recall anything about a Granger-Hale
Report. Clapp does recall a report on pulp and paper he helped to pre
pare during Greeley s tenure, but it was not-according to his recollec
tion-connected with any Senate resolution. I am exploring this item
further.
2- Re A 8-Shelterbelt. The man still living who had most to do with
this project is Paul Roberts, a Forest Service retiree who lives at 200^
Estrella Road, Prescott, Arizona. I suggest you tell him of your project
and ask him for the history of the Shelterbelt. You can tell him I

suggested him for the job. .Incidentally Roberts recently published an
excellent book giving a lot of history of grazing on the national forests
entitled &quot;Hoofprints on Forest Ranges&quot;. A copy would be a good addition
to the files of your project.
A 7- New England blowdown. I am inquiring as to who can best handle this

and will let you know. It was outside my field of responsibility.
02-The Douglas bill. Lee Kneipp can best handle this and may already
have given Mrs. Mezirow data on it.

E. Talked with Earle Clapp. He has already written something on regu
lation, with which he had a great deal to do, and I hope he will provide

you with something.
On insurance, I will try to locate the best informed person on this,

and let you know.

Mrs. Mezirow has confirmed the offer of her help and I shall call

upon her for aid on several points. I am sending her a copy of this

letter.

Sincerely yours,
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANGER
6677 MAC ARTHUR BOULEVARD

WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

May 9 , 1965.

Dear Mrs. Fry:

Here is the rest of my &quot;magnum opus&quot;. I hope its
length will not appal youi I hsve tc laugh when I recall my
statement to you that my manuscript would be &quot;concise&quot;!

As I have re-read it, I have an uneasy feeling
that it does not come too close to being what you want. So,
feel free to suggest omissions, additions, or rearrangement.

I also enclose copy of an article on &quot;Developing
Initiative&quot; which I wrote in 1921 when I was Chief of Opera
tion at Denver. It has a bearing on training methods in
the Forest Service. You may make a copy if you think it
fits into the picture you asked me to draw.

Sincerely,





Kay 25, 1940.

OUTLIWb; OP

AH ACT TO CONSERVE ANT BlPROVfc THE FOREST RESOURCES OF THB UNiTi,D

STATES FOR THEIR TOLL ECONOKIC, SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL VALU AKD AS

All ESSENTIAL ELE10 NT OF NATIONAL DEFENSE j TO ABOLISH DESTRUCTIVE

TIMBER CUTTING PRACTICES AND ROV1DE FOR KEEPING FOREST LANDS

PRODUCTIVE; TO SAFEGUARD PUBLIC INVESTMENTS IN FLOOD AND KROSIGN

CONTROL, RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS, AGRICULTURAL AND OTHER

CS3DITS AND COOPERATIVE PROTECTION OF FORESTS.*

Sec, 1, Legislative Finding

It is hereby declared as a matter of legialatire finding that

of our remaining timber and of our forest land, and the most

productive portion, are privately owied; that
i

of these lands have

been cut over and mostly with scant regard for the future of the land and

dependent populations) that failure to keep such lands productive has

resulted in &quot;aty abandoned communities, much unemployment, widespread tax

delinquency and other economic and social ills; that mistreatment of such

lands has in many places contributed heavily to soil erosion, floods,

impaired navigability of streams and reduction of the productive capacity

of the soil itself i that there is still no assurance of tho establishment

and maintenance on these lands of cutting practices and other measures to

keep them productive; that these conditions place additional financial

burdens on the public for relief of unemployment | jeopardise Federal and

other public investments in flood and erosion control, river and harbor

* See bills HR 3849 and HR 3850, 77th Congress, 1st session ed,





improvements, cooperative protection of private forests from fire, insects

and disease, agricultural and other credit; raise the coat and render

insecure the supply of essential forest products for the consumer,

particularly in those States renoto from regaining forests; jeopardize

the national defense; and are contrary to the general public welfare,

See. 2. Declaration of Policy

In view of the foregoing adverse conditions* most of which are

declared to be national in their extent and importance, it is hereby

declared to bo the policy of Congress among other measures to establish

a method and system of public control of the use of forest lands

sufficient to promote their continued productivity and araaliorato

the foregoing ill effects of misuse, and to accomplish this public

control through and in cooperation with the States, Territories, and

possessions wherever possible, with provision for direct Federal action

when any State, Territory, or possession fails to take measures adequate

to safeguard the general public welfare, or, In tho case of any Territory

or possession of the United States where such Territory or possession

laoks the constitutional power to deal with the matter.

Sec. 3. Act to be ^^niatered tar Secretary of Agriculture

The administration of this act is hereby vosted in the Secretary

of Agriculture, and the Secretary of Agriculture is authorised and directed

to establish such rules and regulations as are necessary to give effect to

the provisions hereof, and to delegate such authority as he deeas proper.

-2-





3eo 4 Nat ionn A voroEtr !; otir&amp;gt;i.

President to appoint a boaru ol ten to ad.ioo Secret* ry of

Agriculture in administration or aot,

Kemborc of board to represent following interests!

Farmers Viator users (irrigationiete,
Koroat load owners flood control, rivers and
Foroot industries harbors., otc.)
Forest labor V.ildlike Croups
Council of Governors General conservation

liltlmate consumer of forest i/roducbj

Transportation

/ A -4 {
r o pervc four yoara and may be roappoii.ted. ,v

I&amp;gt;oet onoe c^nnuelly at oall of chairmen and at other^tiiiios
if roquosted by vSeorotarjr of Agriculture.

elect own ohairauui

;-&amp;gt;ccoive fcruneportation expense and 20 per dieri when in session
and truvolinj: to end frou seesion,

?eo. I-. I&amp;gt;ofinitions

&quot;Forest land*
1 includes any land bearing a growth of trees of any

af.e and any loni fron whicli tee treo g-rowt.; has been removed by cutting

or otherwise v&amp;lt;hich is suitable chiefly for i orott crop production or on

iriiioh a sustaim-d growth of trees is essential for watershed protection,

or -

&quot;For the purposes of this Aot, forest land is defined as land

boerinp R frowti of trees of any age, land from whioh the tre growth r.as

been reaoYvd by cutting or otherwise whicii is suitable chiefly lor the

production of forest crops, or larui on tthioh a sustained growth of trees t

, rurh, chaparral, or other r.or-oultivoted plant cover is essential for

prt&amp;gt;vontin soil erosion and regulating the flow of etrewas.&quot;

(add other needed definitions)





yec, u Ltuid Claoeii ication

(ft) Secretary authorizea and directed to provide for a dotoraination

of those lends which fall within category of forest lands, ae defined a cove,

(b) Secretary ehall define the i.tatoe, or portions of States, in

which the forest land ie in email, nou-contiguous tracts aggregating&quot; not ,

r

more then
____&amp;gt;

of the 1;0tai land &quot;area and is of minor importance for the

purposes of this GO , and the act shall not apply to such areas, provided,

however, that if any State extends State regulation to such areao, the

bocretary xnay in his discretion, oooporabe in bearing tho cost thereof,

(c) Furthermore, act bhall not apply to any single ownership of

I

-Ret-BtQi O-.ihen 5 acres, j- v
&quot;

(d) Ko area of forest land in excess of fivo acres may be cleared

for other uses unless its classification is changed by the appropriate

authority upon a showing that the land is more valuable for other than

the production of forest crops or that its watershed value will not be

unduly impaired,

Sec 7, Scope and latent of the Act

(a) This act shall apply to all land classified as foreet land, as

provided in Section 7 hereof, except within the areas excluded in

accordance with Section Y,

(b) It is intent of act to accomplish its purposec by requiring
-

fl.fc
1 - . - .

:

[
^

i f

of privmte forest land owners adherence to rules of forest pi-actice
u

j,:

to be promulgated under this aot.will





1. isSS&Td adequate restockiiig- after cutting with trees of

desirable speciot and condition, either by natural regeneration or

planting,

2. prevent tho use of destructive logging methods and otherwise

prevent unnecessary dawago to uncut trees or young growth,

3. insure all practicable protection against fire, insects, arid

disoaae, including ^roper slash disposal where neceaaar., to this end,

l&amp;gt;. prevent injurious grazing, both as to damage to tree growth

and as a cause of erosion or impaimervt of watershed value,

6, otherwise insure aaintaining the land in a productive condition

and safeguarding ita watershed value.

Sec. 8. Regulation by the State with Federal Aid

(a) Whenover any State adopts and administers regulatory legislation

which in the judgiiient of Secretary will accomplish the purposes of this

act, Secretary is authorized aiid directed to cooperate in appropriate

ways, but Federal expenditures in any State in any year aay not exceed

State e:q*3:idit,ure ,or administration of the ^&amp;gt;tate regulatory act, on

reimburse::je:it basis as in Glarke-ilcNary law.

(b) Secretary shall withdraw this aid if itate reul.-..ion becaies

iiiadequato, but shall give at least, six norths 1 notice of intent to

withdraw aid in order to allow State reasonable tine to aeet require.^nta.

(c) Secretary after consulting National Forestry Board, and after

at least six nionths aotice, -uay curtail, or withdraar, other cooperative

funds aiairiistored by him for any i oreaLry purpose or for flood control.





Sec. 9. godnral Regulation

(a) Since experience has shown that the failure of ono or ac.ro

Statoa to enact aad enforce suitable laws regulating the use of forest

lani for the purposes enumerated in this act is sure to hare adverse

effect:- on other States and on the Nation as a whole through such means

as jeopardizing the national defense, impairing the navigability of

intorstate streams, ao^nsntln^ floods, and in other important w?yc, it

is GSB^ntifl to the general welfare of the Nation that provision be

maxlo for Federal regulation if adequate measures cannot be achieved

through. State action,

(b) If at the expiration of seven years after the approval of this

act, any State hao failed to put into effect a system of regulation which

in the judgment of the President of the United States will reasonably

well accomplish th purposes of this act, th President shall direct

the Secretary of .Agriculture to establish Federal regulation.

Soja if State lapses subsequent to initial establiaJment of

satisfactory State regulation, but State oust be given on* year to get

back to standards before Federal Government establishes Federal regulation,

(c) Federal Government nay also assume jurisdiction, in discretion

of President, if invited to do so by State.

(d) State may resune control if it can show to satisfaction of

President that it in prepared to give adequate perforacnce.

- 6 -





Sec. 10.

rthen Federal regulation is invoked:

(a) Secretary will establieu necessary administrative organization

and appoint directing head, who zoay, *ith State consent, bo the State

Forester.

(b) Secretary vdll appoint a -tato advisory board to advise and

assist State administrator. Boa -d to eoneist or residents of the otate.

ivot less th;;ii six nor more than nine noabers. Will contain mocibora ubie

to represent adequately the intoreste of at least the fanr.erc, forest

land owners, forest industries, forest labor, the ultimate consumer of

forest products and the Governor of the State, Llembers to be chosen after

consulting these groups and Sscretary may accept specific designation of

representatives by any organisation which in his judgment adequately

represents any such croup. Board to soloot own chairman.

(c) Secretary to eatabliah suitable administrative districts within

State which ahall be reasonably homogeneous as to foreat typaa, watershed

conditions, danger from fire, insects and disease, administrative con

venience and other relevant factors.

(d) Secretary to establish district advisory boards to advise and

assist district administrator. To be chosen in eane general manner as

for -tate boards, with wnnberahip of five, tuo to represent timberland

owners, one forest industries, on forest labor, one the general public,

Ilust be residents of district. Board to select own chairman.

- 7 -





(e) Both State and district board members appointed for 3-yoor

tezms, may be reappointed. Receive transportation expense and por

diem of $10, to cover subsistence and services, while at meetings

or going to and from.

(f ) If only one district in a State, the State board shall function

aa district board.

(g) State and district boards to meet once annually at call of

chairman; at other times on request of State or district administrator;

and at least once every sixty days if there are appeal $$) provided

for in Section 14. To be considered.

Sec. 11.

Tho Secretary shall adopt and enforce appropriate rules of practice

for each district.

These shall first be proposed by the district administrator, with

the advice of the district boards and after a public hearing, of which

there shall be at least ten days notice, conducted jointly by the district

administrator and district board.

The State administrator will then consider the district proposals,

with advice of State board. Public hearings jointly by State administrator

and State board may JQ held if deemed necessary in connection with changes

in order to correlate between districts, and must be held if demanded by

parties at interest.

State administrator submits recommendations on rules of practice

to Secretary for approval and promulgation. Secretary shall allow

reasonable tlma before making effective initial rules, additions, or

changes .





Sea. 12* Inveatigationa and Eeoorda

(a) Tb Seorotory or his designated roprescmtativoo stay go upon

and inapoot auoh privately ocnod foroat loads, end suoh rooorda (and

asakd euoh tsranaoriptiona thoreof ), and invoatieato euoh facts, coo-

ditiona, practices, or matters as ho may doom nooaseary or appropriate

to determine whether any poraon haa violatod any provioioa of thia Aot 9

or tfiiioh nay eld in tho enforoeoent of tha proyielons of this lot*

(b) Every foroat operator subjoot to any proviaioa of thio Aot

or of any order ioouod under thia Aot shall make, keep, and prosorvo

auoh reoorda of foreot operations and praotieea on the foroat landa

of which he ia the operator, and shall preserve euoh reoorda for auoh

periods of tiae, arid ahall make auoh reports therefrom to tho Sooretary

aa ho shall prescribe by regulation or order aa neoaaaary or appropriate

for the enforcement of the proTiaiona of thia Aot or the regulations or

orders thereunder*

Dec. 13. Appeala

(a) Any person aggrieved by operation of aot nay appeal to diatriot

board. If board suataina appeal, or on nsotion of appellant it goes to

State c-dminletrator. He consults State board, and if he and board agree

the matter ends unloaa appellant goes on up to Seoretaryj if State

adninistrator and State board diaagree, oaee goes to Seorotary, whose

deoiaion is final unless appellant goes to oourt. State boards to hold

hearinga on appeals if appropriate, aa provided in Section 12*

(b) Provide for appeal to Federal oourte.





Sec. 14. Eaforoeaent Provisions

la order to carry out the policy of this Aot through enforcement

of tho provicions of rules of forest practice in force horcunderfl tho

Secretary say file, in the United Statea district court oar the United

Statea court of a Territory or po occasion for tho district or territory

within which tho foreat londa concerned are cituatcd, a petition pray

ing that the court require the defendant forest operator to perform the

work, operation* or avoidances required by the applicable rules of

forest practice within a reasonable tine to be stated in the order of

tho court, and praying, further, that the court provide in its order

that if the defendant ahall fail so to perform vrlthin suoh tine the

Secretary or his designated representatives nay go upon tho lands.,

parform the work and operations xxeoessary to bring the landa into

conformity with the requirements of the applicable rules of forest

practice and reoover the oosts thereof from the defendant. The dis

trict courts of the United States and the United States courts of tho

Territories and possessions shall have jurisdiction to grant or dony,

in whole or in part, the relief heroin provided for. Ihe court shall

retain jurisdiction of the ease until the work has been completed, and

nay, upon motion of the Secretary, enter judpaent for the amount e-

pended by tbs Secretary in performance of the work, together with

interest thereon at the rate of five per oentun per annum until paid,

together with the oosts of suit.

-10-





Sec. 15. Penalties

(a) Pine up to $10,000.

(b) And/or imprisonment if allowable (consult lawyer).

(o) Deny interstate chips/tent of products cut or manufactured

during period of Tiolation (any adverse implication* (?)),

(d) Same for intra-state shipments if practicable (?).

(Consider whether each day of violation, or each different kind

of violation, can be alleged and penalised a* separate count*,)

Sec. 16. General

(a) Shall utilize the officers, e;..ployees, and facilities of

agencies wit: in the Department of Agriculture whose functions are re

lated to those provided for in this Act, and may allot to euch agencies

or tranafer to euch other agencies of the Federal Government as he

may request to assist in carrying out any of the provisions of this

Act, any funds available for the purposes of this Act*

(b) May, with their consent anci cooperation, utilise the ser

vices of iitato and local agencies and their employees and, notwith

standing any other provision of law, may reimburse such State and

local agencies and their employees for services rendered hereunder*

(o) /-ay, subject to the civil service lairs, appoint such em

ployees as he deeac necessary to carry out his functions and duties

under this Act and shall fix their compensation in accordance with the

Classification Act of 1923, as ancnded.

(d) Uay utilizo such voluntary and uncoiupensated services as nay

from time to time be needed.





(o) May iaake expenditures for personal services and ror.t in

the District of .olumbia and oleewhore, for the purchase of law books

arid books of reference, for printing and binding, for the purohaoe,

exchange, operation and naintenpuco of passenger-carrying vehicles,

for supplies and equipaent, for traveling expenses and for other ad-

;ninietrative expenses*

oes. I?.

Add separability provision and any other routine sections.

^eo. 18. Authorization of Funds

Authorise appropriation of such amounts as are necessary for ad-

;jjnistration of act*
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